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H n 1988, the Office of Space Science and Applications (OSSA) developed and lmblished a Strategic

Plan for the United States' space science and applications program during the next 5 to 10 years. The

Plan presented the proposed OSSA program for the next fiscal year and defined a flexible process that

provides the basis for near-term decisions on the allocation of resources and the planning of future

efl'orts. Based on the stralegies that ]mve been developed by the advisory committees both of the

National Academy of Sciences and of NASA, the Plan balances major, moderate, and small mission

initiatives, the utilization of Space Station Freedom, and the requirements for a vital research base. The

Plan can be adjusted to accommodate varying budget levels, both those levels that provide opportunities

for an expanded science and applications program, and those that constrain growth.

D SSA's strategic planning is constructed around five actions: (1) establish a set of programmatic

themes; (2) establish a set of decision rules; (3) establish a set of priorities for missions and programs

within each theme; (4) demonstrate that lhe strategy can yield a viable program; and (5) check the

strategy for consistency with resource constraints. The outcome of this process is a clear, coherent

strategy that meets both NASA's and OSSA's goals, that assures realism in long-range phmning and

advanced technology development, and that provides sufficient resiliency tf) respond and adapt to both

known and unexpected internal and external realities.

_he OSSA Strategic Plan is revised annually to reflect the approval of new programs, improved

understanding of requirements and issues, and any major changes in the circumstances, both within

NASA and external to NASA, in which OSSA initiatives are considered. ]'his OSSA 1990 Strategic

Plan refines the 1989 Plan and presents OSSA's initial pl'ms for fulfilling its responsibilities in two major
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national initiatives. The Plan is now built ()El interrelatt, d, ¢ompl_n_entary strategies for the core space

science and applications program, for the U.S. (;lobal Chan_ze Research Pro/zram, and for the Space

Exploration Initiative. Each slrate_y has its (_wn unique thcme,s and mission priorities, but they share

a comm.n set of principles and a common _oal-leadership through the achievement (H excellence.

D alendar year 1989 heralded the I)c_innin_ of a second golden a_c in space science. Like the first

crisp notes in a symphony, the launches of Ma_ellml, Ga[ileo, and the Cosmic Background Explorer are

to be followed in 1990 with a crescendo of activity to include the launches of Hul)blt: Space Telescope,

Camma [_ay ()bservatory, the Roeut_t_n Satellile, the Comlfined Release and Radiation Eftcots

Sate'lille, and Ulysses, and the flights of the Astro, Space Life Sciences, and International Microgravity

Lal)oralory Spacelab missions. The challenge is to make certain that this level of activity is sustained

lhrouah the end of this century and int¢; the next. The 1990 Plan l)resenls OSSA_ straleRy t() meet

that challenge.

4

I,. A. Fisk

Associate Administrat(w for

Space Science and Applications

April 6, 1990
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National Space Policy

O he National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 established NASA's mandate to conduct

activities in space that contribute substantially to the expansion of human knowledge and "'to the

preservation of the role of the United States as a leader in aeronautical and space science and

techn(flo_zy and in the application there,_f to tile conduct of peaceful activities within and outside

the atmosphere7

O hree decades later, the Directive on National Space Policy, updated l)y the National Space

Council and signed by President Bush on November 2, 1989, similarly slates that "a fundamental

objective guiding United Stales ,space activities has been, and continues to be, space leadership?

O eadership in space can only be maintained through the active, continuing development of a

vi_a] scientific research and applications program, and through the visible and significant achieve-

ment of the objectives of that pro_zram. Accordingly, the policy also states that some of the overall

goals of the United States civilian space program are:

1;, im _rot'e ttw ¢lmlit!/ ,_l li/i" .n I .rth thrm_h _lmce-rel.ted .ctiritie._

O o achieve these goals, President Bush's 1989 space policy set forth the following objectives for

civilian space activities:
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D nderscoring national space policy is President Bush's speech on July' 20, 1989, comnmmorating

the 20th anniversaw of the Apollo 11 lunar landing. In that speech, the President shared his vision

of NASA's future: Earth, the Moon, and Mars beckon as targ, ets for understanding and future

exploration. To safeguard the future uf our own planet, he said: "'A major national and international

initiative is needed to seek new solutions for ozone depletion, and global warming, and acid rain.

And this initiative-Mission to Planet Earth'-is a critical part of our space program2' To move

beyond Earth's boundaries into the solar system, the President proposed to the Nation "'a long-

range, continuing commitment. First, for the coming decade-for the 1990s-S[)ace Station

Freedom--our critical next step in all our space endeavors. And next- for lhe new century-hack

to the Moon. Back to the future. And this lime, back to stay'. And then-a journey into tomorrow-

a journey to another phmet-a manned mission to Mars7

D ational space policy reinforces traditional OSSA goals, and it affirms tim fact that the United

States emhraces and supports both long-standing and evolving NASA goals. As its contrilmtion to

the President's U.S. Global Change Research Program, NASA has initiated the internatio.tal

Mission to Planet Earth, a concept that uses space- and _zrotmd-hased measurement systems to

provide the scientific basis for underslanding global chanae. An initiative of particular urgency,

Mission to Planet Earth builds on current OSSA Earth science missions to include three program

elements-the Earth Observing System, Earth Probes, and Geostationary Platforms-to provide

a constellation of satellites in a variety of orbits around Earth.

D ASA hlis also hecn studying, alternative approaches to htnnan exploration of the solar system:

most recently, a prelindnary plan for it Space Exploration Initiative was developed in response to

the President's speech The role of space science and applications programs is critical: to ensure the

safety, well-being, and evolving self-sufficiency of human space travelers, to conduct scientific

robotic missions to characterize the environments of the Moon and Mars, and to phm for science

investigations on and from the Moon and Mars.

I_l hrough programs such its these, NASA has always endeavored to expand the frontiers of

discovery, understanding, human experience, and technolovy to enrich our Nation, ensure at position

of leadership, and capture the benefits of space for humankind. As space science ant] applications

pro_rarns open new vistas of knowledge, the possibilities for hunaan exploration and habitation

of space expand. Using the unique characteristics and perspective of Earth orhit, space science

increases our understanding of Earlh and the way in which we humans are chang, ing its environment.

The knowledge gained through observing our own phmet from space stimulates new capabilities

to improve lift" on Earth. And the crilical lechnologies lhal arc developed to enhance the exploration
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and utilization of space can be transferred to the private sector to assure our economic competitive-

ness and contribute to the national defense. In all these ways, pushing the frontiers of knowledge

and capability contributes to the realization of one of mankind's most compelling aspirations-

to ever explore.

OSSA Overview

_he Office of Space Science and Applications is one of the program offices of the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration. OSSA is responsible for planning, directing, executing, and

evaluating that part of the overall NASA program that has the goal of using the unique characteristics

of the space environment to conduct a scientific study of the universe, to understand how Earth

works as an integrated system, to solve practical problems on Earth, and to provide the scientific

and technological research fcmndation for expanding human presence beyond Earth orbit into the

solar system. OSSA guides its program toward leadership through its pursuit of excellence in space

science and applications across the full spectrum of disciplines. The aspiration to excellence,

combined with the active achievement of program goals, firmly positions U.S. space science and

applications for an exciting, productive future.

_he efforts of the OSSA program result in increased knowledge for all humanity. The scope of

these efforts ranges from Earth's oceans and tectonic plates to the upper reaches of its atmosphere,

and fronl our own solar system to the most distant galaxies. The pursuit of these objectives results

in the development of tools, techniques, and procedures that can use the vantage point or char-

acteristics of space to aid in the snh, tion of major national and global problen_s and to contribute

to the economic health and development of the United States.

[l_ll SSA pursues these goals through an integrated program of ground-based lahoratory research

and experimentation; suhorhital flight of instruments on airplanes, halloons, and sounding rockets;

flight of instruments and the conduct of life sciences and microgravity research on the Shuttle/

Spacelab system and on Space Station Freedom; and development and flight of automated Earth-

orbiting and interplanetary spacecraft. The program is conducted with the participation and support

of all the NASA Centers, other Government agencies and facilities, universities throughout the

United States, and the a_'rospace contractor c_mlmunity, with substantial intern,'dional participation

in many aspects of the program.

r_! SSA comprises nine Divisions. The Administration and Resources Management Division is

restmnsible for OSSA fiscal and institutional manag, emen! and for coordinating OSSA educational

activities, public affairs, and Congressional relations. The Flight Systems Division is responsihle

for managing and integrating OSSA science and technology utilizalion of the Space Shuttle,

Spacelab, and Space Stalion Freedom. The other seven are program Divisions, each of which

emphasizes and applies a different scientific discipline to successfully accomplish OSSAk goals.

These Divisions and their roles are:

Astrophysics, which has the goals of understanding the origin and fate of the universe and the birth

and evolution of the large variety of objects in the universe, l'rom the most benign to the most
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exotic; and of probing tile fundamental laws of physics 1)_ examining, tile eflL'cts of extreme physical

conditions on matter. Tile strategy for accomplishing these goals is based ¢)n contemporaneous

ohservations across the entire electromagnetic spectrum.

Solar System Exploration, which has the goals of understanding the ori_,in, evohflitm, trod current

state of the solar system anti the planets, moons, aster_fids, and comets within it, includina the

search for pl_metary systems _trotmd other stars; of underst:m(lin_ Earth through conqmralive

planeh_ry studies; and of est_lhlishin;{ the scientific and tcchnic:fl d_da base rettuired to sul)port

major human activities on other planets.

Space Physics, which h_s the goals of understanding the st_urces :rod interactions of particles

and electromagnetic fields in the space environments of Earth and other solar system bodies:

underst_mding the Sun as a star and as a source of interplanetar3 mass and energy; understanding

the solar-terrestrial connectitm; anti understanding the ori;dn, transport, and interactions of ener-

getic particles and plasmas, 1)oth within the solar system and throught_tfl the _alaxy.

Earth Science and Applications, which has the goal of understanding, Earth as a syst(_m, includin_

the interactive processes that maintafn the _lobal surface envirom_lent:tl I)alance, and those processes-

both natural and anthropo_enic- theft are acting to ch:at+ge that halance. The strategy to accomplish

this goal involves h:tsic rese:_rch to understand the physics, chemistry, and biology of interliJlked

Earth system processes, remote sensin_ from space f-r _lobal-scale examinatitm of Earth, and

mo(lelin_ and data amtlysis to provide a conceptual and predictive understanding of E:_rlh

as a system.

Life Sciences, which has the _oals of ensuring the health, well-being, and performance of hun)ans

in space: (level()pin_ an understanding of the role of gravity in living systems; expanding our

understanding of the origin, evolution, and distribution of life in the universe; and promoting

the application ()f lifL' sciences research to improve the (lu:tlity of life on Earth.

Microgravity Science and Applications, which has the _oals .f utilizing the unittue characteristics

of the spaceflight environment to conduct basic research in physics and chemistry, with special

emphasis on fundamenhd i)henonlena, materials science, and hiotechnology; of understan(li_l_ the

heh_vior of materials in a reduced _ravity environment: and, where possil)le, of demonstrating the

production of improved materials that have hic, h techn.l¢_gical utility.

Communications and Information Systems, which h;is Ih( • _¢)als of developing technologies to assure

that the Unite(t St:ties is in :l position to make optimum use of the unique adx ant:_ges of space-

based comn_unicati()ns systems: an([ of identifying and appl_int_ advanced commtmications and

information systems techn(_logies to meet the unique needs of the sl)ace science and applications

program, the satellite conan_unic:tti_ms industry, and the puhlic sector.

Dmore detailed (Iiscttssion (fl' ()SSA's scientific disciptinc's :tnd their individn,_l strategies is

provided in the Apl)en(lix.
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OSSA Goals and Objectives

D dvancing scientific knowledge of Earth, the solar system, and the universe beyond has tradi-

tionally been the focus of OSSA's activities. OSSA has always directed its energy toward using the

unique vantage point and environment of space to study the universe, to understand the factors

that influence our planet's environment, and to solve practical problems on Earth, and this pursuit

remains a major component of OSSA's plans. OSSA is now undertaking Mission to Planet Earth, an

integrated international satellite program for monitoring global change, coupled with a comprehen-

sive data and information system. This program will generate long-term data sets for modelling

global change processes, which policy-makers and scientists can use in formulating strategies for

managing human impacts on global processes, such as greenhouse gases, ozone depletion, and

deforestation. In addition, many current and future OSSA efforts will directly support the national

goal of expanding human presence beyond Earth into the solar system by providing the scientific

and technical research foundation that is essential for planning and implementin_ the President's

Space Exploration Initiative. This foundation will be built by characterizing the environments

and surfaces of the Moon and Mars, by determininl¢ the attributes of the space environment and

establishing a scientific basis for understanding its hmg-term effects on human beings and their

life-support requirements, by developing appropriate countermeasures to prevent or ameliorate

any detrimental effects of human space travel, by conducting research in micro_ravity to support

technology development, and by planning strategies for conducting science on and from the Moon

and Mars.

D SSA has established a number of near-term objectives that will guide its programs and plans

for the future. These include (in no order of priority):
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OSSA Principles

Hn the comin_ years, OSSA will continue to nurture' the principles that have served it well

in the past, including,:

;onstant em ot_asis on excellence and the maintenance of[ ;.S.

scienti l_c leadership

Basic scienti/ic goals and strategies d, fbwd b.q the scientith' cmmmmit!l

Use of scientilic 9eer review in tdl appropriate aspects of ttn, program

Bahmce mnon,_ the various scientific __Es('_Jlines

Close communication with external scientific and appfications communities.

particuhtrh.t in the adt, isor!l process

Strong support Lfi_" universities to _rori_h' essential long-term research talents

Strong research tbundation for space appfications

Emphasis on mwturing and enhancin_ educational opportunities, at all

levels, to serre national needs.

D specially important is the need for an increasinRly inlerdisciplinary approach to major scientific

t)roblems. The iml)ortance of such an al)t)roach becomes progressively more compelling as the

l)ursuit of solutions to major space research problems evolves to transcend some of the narrmv and

artificial boundaries I)etween discil)lines. Such problems cannot be solve(] without applying (]ata

and insig.hts from many diflerent fields. The future ,,,,ill see a continuing; application of multidiscipli-
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nary approaches in such areas as Earth system science; the origin of stars and solar systems; the

origin, evolution, and distribution of life ; the processes that cause all planets to form and change;

and the information needed to conduct long-term human voyages beyond Earth.

The OSSA Vision

D SSA envisions that, at the dawn of the 21st Century, we will have successfully pushed back the

frontiers of science and technology to further understand the past and to look into the future of our

own planet, the solar system, and the universe.

en and women will have travelled beyond the confines of their home planet, and will have

begun to explore the Moon and Mars as they (lid the New World five centuries ago. Earth itself will

be understood as mankind's home, limited in resources and requiring attention and care to preserve

its delicate global balance. Instead of carelessly or ignorantly exploiting Earth, humanity will have

a growing sense of responsibility for managing the use of the planet's resources in a renewable,

sustainable fashion.

D ed by the U.S., the international Mission to Planet Earth will have begun to build on the

information gathered by earlier missions that studied Earth's global ozone changes, atmospheric

dynamics, and ocean circulation. The nature and dynamics of the myriad components of the Earth

system-core, mantle, crust, soils and land masses, global ecosystem, oceans, cloud cover, and the

layers that compose the atmosphere-will have been observed and measured. Scientists will have

begun to make progress toward describing how these intimately connected component parts and

their interactions have evolved, how they function, and how they may be expected to continue

to evolve on all time scales. The Earth Observing System and a complementary set of Earth

Probes, major elements of the U.S. Global Change ttesearch Program, will be obtaining long-term,

continuous observations of our planet. Combined with ground-based measurements and observa-

tions, information received through these systems will be advancing our understanding of the Earth

system on a global scale. These measurements will have been integrated into a comprehensive

data and inti)rmation system that scientists can access and use to understand and describe the

global character of Earth. Earth system science will be on the way to developing the capability

to predict those changes that will occur in the future, both naturally and in response to human activity.

D rbiting spacecraft will have traveled to eve_' major solar system body that is accessible to us.

One such orbiter will have visited Jupiter for a more detailed look, sending an instrumented probe

through the gas giant's atmosphere and conducting an extraordinary 2-year tour of its Calilean

satellites. The surface of Earth's sister planet Venus will have been mapped using radar that

penetrates the dense Venusian clouds, substantially augmenting the information base necessary for

the comparative study of Venus, Earth, Mars, and Earth's Mourn. The history and future of our own

planet will have become clearer through our increased understanding of our solar system neighbors.

e will have peered back into the early history of the solar system by studying its most primitive,

unaltered bodies-comets and asteroids. One spacecraft will have flown for 13years in formation

with a comet in its journey around the Sun, deposited a sampling instrument into the comet's frozen

crust, and embarked upon a 50,000-kilometer excursion down its spectacular tail. En route to its
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final destination, the same spacecraft will have studied an asteroid at ch_se range, addinrt to a

growing body of scientific int'ornuttion about these relics of our st_lar system'.,; ori_,in. Using a variety

of experiments, other missions will also lucre studied asteroids of different compositional types,

in order to understand their puzzling divcrsilv.

_ raveling farther into the outer solar system, a sophisticated spacecrafl wilt [)e ort)iling Saturn,

closely ohservin_, its complex system of rings ;mtl moons and unveiling, clues to the processes I)y

which phmets form. A probe will have descended through Titan's murky atmosphere, and a radar

instrument will have revealed the nature of its invisible, possibly ocean-covered surface. In the

atmosphere of this largest moon of Sat urn, scientists believe that a chemical environment similar

to that on early Earth exists. Studying this environment can teach us mtlch, for it may he repeatina

some of the earliest steps in the processes that gave rise to life on our planet.

Dur own Moon's _,lobal surface mineral and elemental composition will have heen determined.

Its _,lohal topography, gravity, and ma_,netic fields will have heen measured, and an initial assess-

ment of its resources, includin_ a search for frozen volalilc_s at the poles, will have been undertaken.

Combined with what we have already learned from grountt-b:tsed studies and from previous

missions, this information will help us t_ tmderstand the Moon as a unique terrestrial hodv. This

kno_vled_e will also help prepare tor the return of human beings tt_ the Moon to huild an outpost

that will be both a site for scientific rese:u'ch and a way station fi')r further lnmlan exl_loration.

;trs, with its Earth-like mountains, canyons, and evidence of ancien[ flooding, will ha,,e heen

studied extensively to determine the planet's climate, _lot)al surtace processes, and hehavi_r of

its volatiles. These studies will characterize the environmenl in which spacecr:lft ;rod crew must

ftmction to help us identify the most l)mmisin_ loeation_, for lurlher scientific explor:dion and

plan t_r human expeditions to Mars, journeys that will expand human presence ever farther

beyond Earth_ orbit.

D he Sun that gives us li_¢ht and sustains life on our planel will have been stutlied both as

a star and as the dominant source of energy, plasma, and energetic particles in lhe solar system.

We will have begun to understand the Sun's interior and the ori)_in of the solar wind, and to have

the capahility to predict the behavior tff this star, which i_; central to the destiny of our solar

system and of humanity. The results of ()rhiting Solar I+at)oratory investigations will have increased

our mlderstandin_ of the Sun_ varial)ility and of solar particle eruptions. To extend that under-

standin_ and to provide early warnin_ of solar events that mi_,ht harm human explorers, orbital

ohservatories will he in place ;it various loc_tions to m.nilor all ¢luadr:mls of the Sun's surface.

A probe from Earth will be speeding toward the unexplored regi.n I)elween :3 and 60 radii from

the Sun, where the solar wind first floxvs at supersonic speeds.

_he nature of the interface between the interstellar medium and the interplanetary medium will

have been determined, and the extent and three-dimensitmal structure of the heliosphere _'ill have

bet, n mapped. Sources of _,alactic cosmic rays and the physics of their interactions with interstelhn"

and solar system material will have been sludie¢l with the Advanced Cmnposition Explorer orhitin_

the Sun, and with the Astroma_ facility on SI)ace Station Freedom, which will have provided

unprecedented information al)out nucleosynthesis, cosmic ray _ri_in, acceleration re_ious, and
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modes of propagation, in addition to searching for antimatter. We will be well on our way to

comprehending how the complex plasma phenc_mena in different regions of the solar system

and the Milky Way Galaxy are related.

1_ ultiple spacecraft will have flown in close coordination to measure the total energy budget of

the plasma processes in Earth's magnetosphere. The quantitative study of the geospace environ-

ment that is created by the interplay of solar and terrestrial processes will be progressing toward

a full-scale predictive stage. Comparative observations of plasma processes at other planets will

be well under way.

Dour Great Observatories-the ttubble Space Telescope, the Gamma Ray Observatory, the

Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility, and the Space Infrared Telescope Facility--will have fulfilled

the goal of observing the universe across the entire electromagnetic spectrum. Complementary

measurements will be obtained by the Stratospheric Observatory For Infrared Astronomy, which

will be routinely flown in a Boeing 747 aircraft. As we begin to use the information these observa-

tones reveal to us, our Nation will be recognized as leading a worldwide effort to understand

our place in the universe. The revolution that this understanding will cause in our thinking will

rival the one that occurred when an earlier astronomer, Copernicus, showed that Earth was not

the center of the universe. Many totally unexpected scientific discoveries will be made; nature,

unfettered by the limitations of human imagination, will continue to surprise and inspire us.

_lhe question of whether the universe is expanding indefinitely, or will at some time begin to

contract, should have been answered, The distance scales and the rate of expansion will be known

with much better precision. Theorists, by combining data from the Great Observatories with

experiment results from Earth-based particle accelerators, will develop models fi_r the origin and

fate of the universe thai include unification of physical laws. Scientists, from workstations at their

universities, will browse through astronomical data from the Observatories, and vast data sets

will be quickly and conveniently accessible. Our understanding of the laws of physics will be

revised to accommodate new insights gained from studies of relics of the creation of the universe

and from observations of matter reacting to pressures and magnetic fields unimaginable in the

vicinity of Earth, but common near compact objects such as neutron stars and black holes.

_ur knowledge of the relationship of life to natural processes occurring in the cosmos will have

been expanded, and a direct search for signs of life elsewhere will have been conducted.

A sophisticated microwave observing project will have completed a comprehensive search for radio

signals stemming from extraterrestrial technologies within a defined search space to extend our

knowledge of life in the universe. We may, at last, know that life is not unique to planet Earth.

_tt_ he effects of long-duration spaceflight on our most precious of resources, human life, will be

known and understood. From Skylab, to the Space Shuttle, through extended-duration missions

on Spacelab, to Space Station Freedom, and eventually on the Moon and Mars, we will have

completed an evolutionary study of the reaction of biological systems, including human beings,

animals, and plants, to low gravity and space radiation. We will have determined and developed

measures to provide medical care in space and to ameliorate or prevent the physiological and

psychological effects of long-term exposure to the space environment and the relative isolation

that space travel, of necessity, imposes on our explorers. The provision of closed-loop life-support
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systems based (m integrated bioregenerative, physical, and chemical processes will enable extended

human exploration missions to the Moon and Mars.

D ravity's role in a wide variety of fundamental biological processes of plants and animals will

be understood through our ability to exph)re the mechanisms of gravitational detection and response

at all levels of life, from single cells to complex nmlticellular organisms. The systematic exploration

of a wide range of gravity levels, available only through the use of suitable research facilities

on extended-duration Spacelah missions and on Space Station Freedom, will be providing major

applications on Earth.

I_and in hand with u.s. industry, academia, other Federal agencies, and our international

partners, we will have begun to build on our experience with Spacelab t() use lhe unique

capabilities for microgravity research oflered by Space Station Freedom. In the on-orbit environ-

ment, where conditions such as huoyancy, sedimentation, an(I convection are dramatically reduced,

we will be using these characteristics to conduct critical ext)eriments to test fundamental i)hysical

concepts. This pioneering research will be applied to advance science and applications in such

areas as fluid physics, materials science, comhustion science, health science, and biotechnology.

Space Station Freedom, an operational international laboratory, will ()pen a new frontier for

microKravity science, a frontier that ,,,,'ill challenge and motivate us, slinmlate exciting develop-

ments in science and technology, and establish the scienlific timndation tor exploiting the commercial

potential of space.

D dvance(t conmmnications and information managemenl technologies and conqmtational

facilities will he operating to support the transmission, acquisition, archiving, and analysis of the

tremendous volume of data returning from all these instruments in space. The demand Mr commun-

icating vast quantities of data will be met by commercially available communications satellite

systems that have.incorporated technologies derived from the Advanced Communications Technology

Satellite. Globally separated research sites will be connected by high-data-rate channels operating over

optical intersatellite links on Earth-orbiting satellites. New high technological risk c¢)mponents and

subsystems provided by NASA ,",'ill be significantly shortenin_ the adoption time tbr advanced tech-

nolo_,ies and continuing the irnprovenmnt of commercially available satellite communication systems.

_he success of our space progranl will be a source of _reai national pride, and it will attract

our young people to develop the skills and knmvledtle that the Nation will need in the future.

But perhaps the most fundamental reason tor space science is that it expands the frontiers of disc(wen,,

understanding, human experience, and lechn_lngy. The United States was founded hy people (Icier-

mined to expand the frontier and to take advantage of that expansion to enrich our nation. This

determination forms a part of our national character, and we can and must apply our efl'orls to

realize our visions of explorin_ space an([ making its riches part of our lives. With a strong and

supportive national will, we c-m proceed.

_he basic premise of strategic planning is to develop a clear vision of a desire(t future; this

is ()SSA's vision. The strate_Zy for realizing this vision is necessarily' ambitious, yet it is firmly

tempered to be realistic enough to succeed. Our vision sees NASA and the United States enjoying

an exciting and productive era in space science and applit:ations, with leadership in st)ace mani-

ti_ste(I by visible achievements that are second to none.

4
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_[_ i,ll o shape an enduring, prog, ram to make its vision a reality, OSSA has fornmlated a strategy that

N

is the culmination of extensive interaction and collaboration with the scientific and applications

communities, careful consideration of resource _uidelines, and interactive reviews of pertinent

issues and challenges.

D SSA_ strategic approach is constructed around five actions:

I. l+sl++hlish , set qJprogrammatic theme.+.

_. l++st,hlish a set qf deci.s'i+m rules.

3. I;,_l.hli._'/t , set oJpri¢n'itie,s'Jor missi+ms and pr.grmns wit/fin each theme.

4. I)cm+m+_lr, h+/hut t/w slr++leg!l c+tn 'iHd , t'iah/e l,'++gr++m.

D uided by OSSA's lon_-standing principles, these five actions define the process by which OSSA

plans its activities and a/locates fis resources. The programmatic themes provide direction and

balance, the decision rules guide us in choosin_ efforts among and within themes, and the

priorities determine the order in which we pursue the missions and programs within each theme.

By exercisinK these actions, various plans fl)r an inteKrated OSSA program result+ and these

plans can be checked to determine whether they yield a viable proKram and are consistent with our

resource constraints.

D n important point tu note is that exercisimz the above actions does not, nor is it intended to.

result in a single plan. Rather, these actions define a realistic and flexible process that will provide

the basis tot making near-ternl decisions on the allocation of resources for the planning, of future

efforts. The least certain constraint on our planning is the budget level that ,+,,,illbe available to
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OSSA. The process defined here allows us to adjust to _arying budget levels, hoth those levels

that provide opl]ortunities for an expan(lin_ science and applications proKram and those that

constrain growth.

_n developing this strategy, we have assumed thai the NASA bud_,et will continue to grow to

accommodate Agency plans, including Mission to Planet Earth and the, Space Exploration Initiative,

and that OSSA will receive the proportion _f the overall hudget thai is consistent with its historical

allocation and its expanded role in national initiatives. Further, we assume the implementation

of current plans tot a mixed fleet of launch vehicles, with the launch rates presently projected

for the Space Shuttle and for expendahle hmnch vehicles. (ln general, expendable launch vehicles

will t)e used for payloads that do not require crew intervention or olher capabilities unique

to the Space Shuttle.) The level of availability _f the Agency work force is assumed to be consistent

with current NASA projections, as augmented hy needs ass¢_ciated with national initiatives.

D s a result of the President's initiatives in Global Chang, e Research and the lmman exploration

of the Moon and Mars, the OSSA strategy is now composed of three interrelated, complementary parts.

The first [)art is the core strategy that OSSA introduced in 1988. The second, an enhancement

to the core strategy, reflects OSSA's lead role in the multinational Mission to Phmet Earth,

a key element of the U.S. Global Change Research Program. The third encompasses a strategy

to fulfill OSSA's role in the Space Exploration Initiative.

a he core strategy defines a program that OSSA should purs,,le even it] the absence of overarching

national and Agency initiatives. When such initiatives are undertaken, the approl)riate resources

must be added over and above the t)aseline. It is particularly important to note that the initiation of

Mission to Planet Earth represents more than the beginning of a traditional OSSA science program.

It also reflects NASA'.,, role in a Presidential-level commit ment to aggressively seek the understand-

ing of g,lobal change needed to develop the predictive capability on which to hase major policy

decisions. Because the pace of Mission to Planet Earth is driven by this policy imperative, it will

require a long-term commitment of resources to support that pace while preserving the vigor of the

ong, oing core space science and applications program.

11_ SSA's participation in the Space Exploration Initiative will be scaled to match the level and pace

of the program for the Agency as a whole. The magnitude of each element of OSSA'S contribution

will be driven primarily hy the pace at which the Nation proceeds and hy the total institutional

capability to pursue those activities in a way that adheres to the principles of excellence, balance,

and appropriateness of approach.

g inallv, in developing the strategy, no explicit assumptions are made about the level of interna-

tional participation. Instead, we define our strategy and then move forward to seek opportunities

for international cooperation to fit our I_lans. The strategy also preserves the flexibility to respond

nleaningtully to new international opporh, nities or initiatives. For example, in the event of a

national decision to embark on a major new international c_llahorative program, the strategy will

serve as the starting point from which we will shape the OSSA program to integrate new initiatives

int¢_ the total science and applications etlort.
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THE CORE STRATEGY

ithin the guidelines and assumptions discussed above, five basic themes drive the (tevelopment

of OSSA's core strategy.

Programmatic Themes

1. The Ongoing Program.

First and foremost, for missions in the ongoing program, the scheduling, resource allocations,

and manifested slots on Ihe Space Shuttle or an expendable launch vehicle must l)e protected

and assured. The same high level of priority applies to ongoing research programs and mission

operations and data analysis activities.

2. Leadership through Major and Moderate Missions.

OSSA plans to move boldly forward to make fundamental and visible advances in key areas

of space science to ensure that our world leadership is preserved in the future. Our pursuit of

leadership is most conspicuous through major and moderate missions, because they provide the

largest quantum leaps in the advancement ,f scientific knowledge and technological ability.

.3. Increased Opportunity with Small Missions.

Small missions are vital to the program because they can be acc(mqJlished relatively quickly and

inexpensively, allowing continuing opportunity for consideration of inn(wative ideas for focused

scientific objectives. The small missions are particularly import:mr t)_r training the next generation

of scientists and engineers, since the missions are of a size that universities can develop, and the

development and flight of small missions can occur in _he same amount of time as that required

to earn a graduate degree. These types of opportunities also build the experience and qualify

the technology for major and moderate missions.

4. The Transition to Space Station Freedom.

Beginning with Spacelab and other in-space facilities, we are moving, a ,g_u,ressively, but sensibly, to

develop the principal areas of space science and applications that will take advantage of unique

Freedom Station opportunities, such as pressurized laboratories for micro_ravity science and life

sciences research and the multidisciplina_" use of attached payloads.

5. The Research Base.

The research and analysis program provides base suptmrt for a vigor(ms an(] productive research

community, and it presents a special ()pl)ortmfity for students hJ develop the skills It,at will enable

them to conduct the programs of the future. The program consists of _round-based lal)oratory trod

suborbital research, data analysis, theory and modeling, and advanced technology development.

Decision Rules

_he first step in the process of determining mission priorities and se(luence is the establishment

of a realistic budget level. Then, the tlve themes described earlier pr¢)_ide the template on which

the OSSA core program is built. Ideally, at least one new initiative fnr each theme, except the
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ongoin_z program, would he in('hule(leach _car, and v_e _ould syslematicall_ pursue each ilem

under each theme, in sequence by priority,lh)wever, in lhc c_t_'nl flint the l)ud_el _r _ther aspects

of flw external envir(mmen| (Io sol aeeomnlodate simulkmeouscnhanccnlenlsinallli_urareas,

cerlain rules ha_e been tormulaled m delurmine the mix el program elements.

l. Complete the ongoing proffram.

(]ornpletinR the onRoinR program al_vays has the hiRhesl priority; resources allocaled to those

l)ro_rams :dreadv under way will not be sacrificed or llOSll)One(] in or(ler t_, pursue new slams.

2. Initiate a major or moderate mission each year.

Major missions preserve au(l enhance U.S. leadership in key areas of space science m_d apt)It(a-

lions, and _ve will pursue major missions whenever avaihd)lc resources allmv us to (Io so. If an

assessment of tilresecal)le expenditures t)/r candidate missi_ms, _>_er hoth lhe near Ie.rm and tile

lifetime of lhe llroaram, indicates (ha! our res_mrces do n_,_l permit a n]ajor n]ission, we will pursue

a moderate missi_m.

a. Initiate small missions in addition to major or moderate missions.

We endeaxor 1_>slart a small mission or a small missi,_ progrmn every year, in conjunclion wilh

either a major or lnoderatt' mission.

4, Move a_g, ressively, hul sensibly, to build science instruments for Space Slation Freedom.

S.S. Freedom initialives are deternlined by the pace and bahmce of tire scientific disciplines

inv(dved, relexanc{' to and comlndibility wilh Freedom Slali(m, and teehnoh>_jcal nmturily of

tire initiative. We will move forward syslenmticalty to provide a eomlllete se! ot fully developed

facilities and instrumentati(m for Spa(:e Slalion Freedom.

5. ]lesearch base augmetltations ,,,dll he soughl whenever Ihey are vvarranled.

They are determined [)y the impacl _d the other elements _>1 lhe program on distil)line stabilit,,,

progress, and future nee(Is. Prl_visions for improving the l)r¢_ducli,,ity of the gl'()lrll(l-[l;.lse(J ;Alr(]

suborbihd facilities are i)articularl,, crilical.

4

STRATEGY FOR U.S. GLOBAL CHANGE RESEARCH PROGRAM

ell(! ()SSA (:ore I)roar:mJ slratee, y has t)een enhanc(_d t_ accommodate NASA's particil)ation in

tile Lr.s. (:hd)al (',hang, e l{esearch Pr¢_v, ram. (],n(:erns aboul g, lob:d envir(mn/enlal change ]m_e

reached the hiv, hesl h'vels of man', g_)vernments throu_h_mt the world. Iri'efulal)le evidence cxisls

to sh()_,v th;.lt hlll](JttJJ actixit_ has altered Earth's nature by changing its hm(lscal>e and the c_mq)osition

of its ahdml atr/lOsl)here. As rl(!ver before, lhe public, tim (;overnm(ml, tilt' private sector, and lilt'

media are being, exile/seal I¢> scientitic e_i(h,'n(:e lhat suggests ('han,g, es, such :.Is potential v,h)bal

warmint,_, ('hang, in_, sea It,eels, declining, upper ,mnnsph_,re ozone levels, :rod massive de/_>reshfli(m,

can attect their lives ;.trrd their e('on+mfi(' status, ltowever+ allhot_ah tlw l)olenlial h)r tht'se clmnat's

has been recog, nize<l, research__'rs ha',,(' sol yel n'ached c/)li',,t'rl'..,IlS (111 lhe ('.:_ttlNL'S, tht" hmg-lerm

exterll, (_r lhe corlsellllerlces lit r]l;ir/;,' i_t Ihelll.

Oo reduce the scienti/ic uJl(x'rlainlies associate(| with ,alohal change, President Bush has pro-

posed a multiIag_,m:y U.S. (;hdml (:hanaetlcscareh Prog, ram. The goal _t Ibis f)r(/gram is "'*1"_

estal)lish the seienlil]c basis for mdional and international I)_)[ic.vmaking relating to nalural and
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human-induced changes in the global Earth system;' Contributions will be made by the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the Department of Energy, tile Department of tile

Interior, the Environmental Protection Agency, NASA, the National Science Foundation, and

the United States Department of Agriculture.

_11 SSA plays a particularly important role in the U.S. Global Change Research Program. We arc

to apply our expertise in remote sensing to use the _l.t)al perspective that is available from space to

understand how Earth works as a system. To this end, an integrated, comprehensive program,

including space- and ground-based measurements, research, an(] data and information systems,

has been developed. This program, Mission to Planet Earth, is unlike any other NASA space

science program. It is not intended to increase incrementally our knowledge of Earth. Rather,

it is intended to increase with all due haste our knowledge of all aspects of the Earth system

to a sufficient level of understanding to make sound policy decisions. This will require ag{cressive

and sustained funding, and will dwarf any past space science activity.

_he Mission to Planet Earth is composed ot four interrelated elements, each of which builds ,m .r

complements the others. The first element consists of near-term missions already part of the core

program. During the nex! several years, our knowledge of Earth shouht increase substantially, as

NASA will participate in 19 Earth science missions to study various aspects of how the Earth

works. The tipper Atmosphere Research Satellite will make definitive measurements of the

chemist_" and dynamics of the upper atmosphere, and thus of oz.ne depletion. TOPEX/POSE1DON

will reveal more about the circulation of the wcMd_ oceans than all the ships in history. The NASA

Scatterometer will study wind stress on the oceans. The ATLAS Spacelab missions will study the

atmosphere, and the Shuttle Radar Laboratory will observe the topology ot the land. Our inter-

national partners, the Japanese and Ihe Europeans, will also launch seven missions, some of which will

carry U.S. payloads, and many of which we will help track in return for access lo lheir data. And the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminishation will continue Io operate meteorological satellites.

Ell he second element of Mission to Planet Earth, the Earth Ohserving System (EOS), is composed

of a series of well-instrumented platforms in polar orbit designed to .bserve concurrently the behavior

of the atmosphere, the oceans, the land, and fife on Earth. The l)latforms are sized to accommodate

instrmnents tliat need h, observe the Earth simultaneuusly, throu_zh the same column of air. The first

platform, which will launch in late 1997, is devoted to measurements of Earth's surface and the

conditions of the lower atmosphere. The second platform, which will fly 2_2 years later, is

devoted to measurements of the chemistry of the upper atmosphere, the circulation of the oceans,

and the behavior of the solid Earth. Our international partners, the Eurnpean Space Agency (ESA)

and Japan, are plmming to build platforms dmt include accommodations for U.S. scientific instruments.

Some duplicate EOS instruments will he attached to Space Station Freedom to take advanta_ze o['

its location in low Earth orbit. Supplementing these core components will be the third element,

a series of smaller Earth Probe satellites with specialized instrumentation and orbits for investigations

lhat cannot be accomplished otherwise. The EOS Synthetic Aperlure tladar, which will provide

complementary land surface information not accessible with passive instruments on the EOS

platforms, and the fourth element of Mission to Planet Earth, large geostationary platti_rms that

will provide continuous monitoring on a global basis, will be initiated at a later time.
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Do make (_l)thnum use of the data from lhese upc:omin_ missions, _xe intend to improve

computational capabilities in Earth science, and to enhance the accessof researchers 1o these data

throuKh netwmks and archiving facilities. Tile EOS pro_ranl includes an ['SOS Data and Information

System (E()SD]S), essential elements of which will be brouKht online ill the early 1990s, in

advance of lhe launch of the EOS platforms. EOSDIS will he used to (lerive maximum information

from existinK and upcoming missions, and, in turn, the data from these missions _'_ill he used to

lest and perfect E()SDIS in advance of the larger data ilows from the E()S plaltorms.

0' ata alone, of course, do not yield understanding, That will require scientists iliterpretin_ the

data, (]evel()l)in_4 concepts for tile processes Ihat control Earth, alld huilding l,re(licti_e mo(lels

of its future. 1_]()_ also will effectively (l(mhle the research conlmuniiy thai will d_'dic:,ie itself to

un(lerslan(]hl_, g(lobal chanff, e, ai-l(l the t)r()_r:lnl will supl)(Irt ar:l(hiale hqlowshil)s to eusure tile

fllture c'()nlhniily (if this research hase.

ll he slraleTy f(ir iml)lementin g Mission t(t Planet ]£arth is (tulle stralghll(/rward. The first

elenienl, tile ev.lutionary precursors, consists of niission,s thai have heeli approved or :ire already

[lyhwz. The second and third elemenls, the Earth Observin_ System alld E:.trth Prohes, ale lilOt)ose(I

for FY 1991. (]urrelll preparatory studies for _eostationary plal[ornis arc layin_ lilt' t'oundalion for

the future initiation of the final eleinent of Mission to Plaiter l_]arlii.

4
STRATEGY FOR SPACE EXPLORATION INITIATIVE

I_SSA has also developed a third striite_y for fulfillina ()SSA's role in the national initiativv for

huin;ln exploralion of lhe Moon aild Mars. /'ks defined t_y lhe Presidenl, tile _l);ic'c IZxplor:ition

hiilJalive follows a progressive limeline heainning with ,_l)ace Sl;tlion Free(loin in the 1990s, a

reluii/to the Moon in lhe next col/tin), and lii/'it a hunial_ mission li) Mars. hi I)rond ic'rms, N:\S:\

ill;ins I_l nivel the'so' objectivc's hy llert()rnlJil_ life sciences r(!sear('h ;uid technolo_>y develoimienl

on t"reedonl, COlldlit'tin_ scientific rohoiic iiiissJoils to suptJorl sile seieclfon, ill/(] (It'velol)htg _.ill(t

SUl)t)orth/lZ perinanent human outl)osls on the Moon :lnft Mars.

_ Illl</ugll lilt' Sliccific l)ac{2 arid iiiii)lelii(_lllation plate, arc' ii()l yet defined, NASA_s prt!iiiliiiiary

apl)roach to the develot)lTienl of oulliosls Oll the Moon alld Mars consists (if t()111 phases. The first,

roholic exl)loralioll, ohtafllS data 1o assisl ill the design and (levc_lOl)liieiil of suhsoqllelit hlllilall

cxt)l()ialioll inission_ and systems, (lenloilslratvs lechltoh_)' and [olil_ conlinunicalioliS tinie olleialiou

concel)ts, alill (]l,_ll/laticaily advances scienlit]c knowledge of the _.'l_>()li :.lli(] Mars. The set'Olid lihas( ',

outpost el/_l)lat'ell/elll, emphasizes ac'e/)i/llltOdl.lling basic: htilltali hal)ilalilm needs, eshlhlishina

surface equipmenl alid science inslrluuelils, :iii_t la.vitt_ ll_e tOUlid:lliolt fi_r fulure, inore cOUil)lex

fiislriiiit(_nl lielv¢oiks ;_iild surface o])eraliolls h) lostiit_ tiroh)l) l)es Ill laler s) sleiliS. Tile ihhd phast',

c'onsohdalion, t'urlhcr expaiids these capahilities, and the iourlh i)]iase, lll/eralion, eul;lilS :i sleady-

slale lli(i(]e with Ihe maximum I)Ossihh*(lel_ree .f self-,sutficiency.

ahc: ()SSA slrateay for tile Space l_]Xlil()ratioll lnitiali_e is huill arcitilld _pat't! ,<,l:lli_ln l_'lec'dOln

and lilt' four devc:iol)nlenl t)h<'ises to t'llt'Oilil)ass lhree thcqnes.
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1. Meeting Human Needs.

We will commit humans to long-term space at!iv!lies only when we have developed an adequate

understanding of the physiological and psychological effects of and countermeasures to space travel

and habitation of nonterrestrial bodies. Currently planned life sciences research in the areas of

medical and life support systems conducted aboard extended-duration Sl)acelahs, polar-orbiting

I)iosatellites, anti Space Station Freedom will help to develop that understanding, Other missions

will be flown to characterize and provide warning systems for in-space radiation hazards. Later, life

sciences research preparatory for Mars missions will t)e conducted at the hmar outpost. Significant

technology development of systems to protect and support human space travelers must also he

conducted. Areas of concern include radiation protection, reduced gravity countermeasures, medi-

cal care, life supl)ort, and resolution of behavioral and human factors elements. Additional research

is also required in areas of fluid flows, low-gravity combustion and fire safety, and the mechanics of

_ranular materials in }my gravity to suppor! o!her technology needs in advance of long-term space-

flight and operations on the Moon and Mars.

2. Robotic Exploration.

In addition to their inherent scientific objectives, robotic exploration missions will develop global

iniormation (m the Mo(m and Mars to prel)are for human missions and aid in outpost sile selection.

Robotic exploration will proceed in synergy with human exploration, and rohotic missions will be

pursued with equal emphasis on the parallel objectives of continuing to conduct fundamental

science and preparing, for human exploration. The collection of critical data to support plannin_z

of huinan exiJ/ora/ion missions constitutes an activity that extends hey(rod OSSA_ traditi(mal role of

conducting hasic research from the, perspective of scientific value alone. Therefore, OSSA recog-

nizes an added responsibility to develop and implement these missions to serve other parts of the

NASA program, in concert with their extensi(m of the pursuit of OSSA's basic scientific objectives.

3. In Situ Science.

Science conducted on and from the Moon and Mars can take the form of local human geologic and

exobiological exploration, more distant rover traverses, return of samples to Earth, the installati(m

of scientific instrument networks for long-term obsc'rvations in several discipline areas, and scientific

research in pressurized laboratories. OSSA% selection of science activities will he based on merit

and intrinsic scientific value. Choices will be made hetween available alternatives (m the basis of

value, cost-effectiveness, or specific advantages. In addition, in planning for science on the Moon

and Mars, choices between human and robotic approaches will be made on the hosts of appropriate-

ness of approach !o the particular objective.

DECISION RULES FOR INTEGRATIHG OVERARCHING INITIATIVES

he first step in the process of determining mission priorities and sequence for integrating Mission

to Planet Earth and the Space Exploration Initiative into the core program is the establishment of a

realistic budget level. Then, OSSA will approach the incorporation of new missions into the program

by assessing how these overarching national initiatives also contribute to the objectives of the OSSA

core program and mee! established OSSA principles. In many cases, components of Mission to

Planet Earth and the Space Exploration Initiative are also part of the core program. In fact, two

of three new elements of Mission to Planet Earth-the Earth Ohserving System and Earth Probes-
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stem from tile OSSA FY 1991 c(_re l)rogram. Tile EOS Synthetic Aperture f/adar, which is deferre(l

to a later start, and tile geostationar5' platt))rm',, which will he initialed when feasil)le, are tire only

two remaining, elements of the U.S. Global Change Research Prn_ram strategy. The pace of incorpo-

ratin_ these two elements will be driw_n hy national policy, lint c(mstrained I)5' the state of techno-

logical readiness to pursue them.

O he strateg, y for the Space Exploration Initiative is somewhat less mature. The I,unar ()bserver,

Lifesat, and the Biomedical _Monitoring. and Countermeasures program are missions of hoth the

OSSA core strategy and the Space Exploration Initiative strate_._, ttowtwer, for the lon_er term,

incorporating elements of the Space Exploration Initiative into the program will be an important

stratev, ic activity.

adeally, at least one new initiative for each Space Exploration Initiative theme described earlier

would be included each year, and we would systematically pursue each item under each theme in

sequence t)5' priority. However, in the event that the budget or other aspects of the external environ-

ment do not accommodate simultaneous enhancements in :ill three areas, certain rules have been

formulated to determine the mix of l)ro_ram elements fi_r the Space Exploration Initiative. These

rules would also _uide the timin_ ,f the initiation of the EOS Synthetic Aperture Radar and the

_eostationary l)hdforn_s into the U.S. Global Change Research Program strategy.

1. Match the pace of the OSSA prngram for overarching initiatives to the pace at which NASA and

the Nation proceed as a whole.

2. Establish a feasible pace and scale.

The pace and scale of the total prog, ram will always he matched to the cat)ability of the NASA

institutional infrastructure and of the scientific and industrial communities to accomplish these

missions.

3. Preserve program balance.

OSSA will ab,vays adhere to the l)rinciple of scientific balance amon_ the disciplines: tire core

program must proceed in parallel with overarching national initiatives. Mission se(luence and

priority' will, therefore, del)end to the extent possible on how various alternatives affect the

balance of the overall OSSA prog, ram.

THE PLAN FOR 1991

The Core Program

Ohe five pro_rammalic themes and tire rules for decision-makin_ were' follo_vcd in the construc-

tinn of our fiscal year 1991 core iJro_ram t)lan, as enhanced I)y the U.S. (',[ohal (]han_e l/esearch

Program strategy.

ONGOING PROGRAM

Ohe FY 1991 phm includes st,fficient resources to operate and use tire fleet of more than a dozen

currently flyin_ U.S. research spacecraft and to keep each on_oin_ flight project development

program on schedule for launch in its manifested slot on the Space Sht,ttle <_ran ext>endahle hnmch

vehicle.
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ajor events in space science and applications for calendar years 1990 through 1996, summarized

on the inside back cover, indicate a vital and productive ongoing program. The year 1989 began a

new era in space science and applications, as the Magellan mission to Venus, the Galileo mission to

Jupiter, and the Cosmic Background Explorer were launched successfully. The program's momentum

will continue to increase in 1990 in a full range of scientific disciplines with the launches of Pegsat,

the Hubble Space Telescope, the Roentgen Satellite, the Gamma Ray Observatory, the Combined

Release and Radiation Effects Satellite, Ulysses, and three Spacelab flights: Astro/BBXt/T, the first

Space Life Sciences mission, and the first International Microgravity Laboratory.

Development continues on the impressive array of major, moderate, and small missions to be

launched from 1991 through 1997. Initiatives and programs approved in FY 1990 are now underway

as part of the ongoing program. A major communications mission, the Advanced Communications

Technology Satellite, is being developed on schedule for a 199'2 launch. Two major solar system

exploration missions are now beginning development: the Comet Rendezvous Asteroid Flyby will

be launched in 1995, and Cassini will benin its journey to Saturn in 1996. The Advanced X-ray

Astrophysics Facility is heing developed for a 1997 launch. The Explorer program continues and

has been expanded to include the preparation of three small missions to begin launching in 1992.

The SETI Microwave Observing Project continues instrument development for the 199"2 initiation

of observations.

g he ongoing program also includes preparations for research missions on the Space Shuttle to

encompass additional Space Life Sciences flights; a series of International Microgravity Laboratory,

U.S. Microgravity Laboratory, and U.S. Microgravity Payload missions; several Atmospheric i, abora-

tortes for Applications and Science; several flights of the Shuttle Solar Backscatter UltraViolet

instrument; and three flights of the Space Radar Laboratory. The Extended Duration Orbiter

Medical Program has been defined and is operationally collecting data and refining protocols to

certify the capability of the flight crew to safely' pilot the return of the Shuttle and leave the

spacecraft following extended-duration flights of 1_ days. Under the theme of Space Station Freedom

Utilization, we are developing a major life sciences centrifuge and .six fz_cilities in preparation for

microgravity research on Freedom. The definition of first-generation attached payloads continues.

H n considering the implementation of the ongoing program for this and any' other year, our

strategy must retain the flexibility to address alternatives for recovering from catastrophic loss (i.e.,

the loss of the spacecraft during launch or very early in its lifetime). The recovery process would

strongly depend on the nature of the mission that suffered lhe loss; approaches 1o reliability and

redundancy would be tailored to suit specific programs.

_ enerally, consistent with the high priority, that is placed on the ongoing program, we would

assess the alternatives for recovering the lost mission before pursuing any new projects or adding

any new missions to the program. Several factors contribute to this assessment. We must consider

the relationship of the mission to the discipline involved and determine the impact of the loss on

the discipline_ health. The urgency and relevancy of the science to be conducted are assessed; if

the mission is a precursor to a future mission, that is also an important factor. The current state of

technology would be compared to the technology used in the original design; near-term projects

already in development might more than compensate for the loss.
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Q edundancy may, in some cases, he an integral t_lement of the program. For example, the

Mariner Mark 11pr_>Kram is based on the use of a new _cueration of cost-effeclive, modular spacecrafl

that can he easily modified to w.'complish a variety of missions to outer solar system targets. This

approach has already heen initiated with the approval +>ttwo missions: the Comet Rendez_,ous

Asteroid Flyhy (CRAF) and lhc Cassini mission to SahHn. Each spacecraft is designed to carry and

use the instruments for either mission_ Iherefore, in the event of an early loss of the (]RAF space-

craft, the mission could he fl_>wn on the spare reserved [_+tCassini. iX similar approach can he used

for Mars el)server :rod l,umtr Observer. For missions in near-Earth orhit, on-orbit refurbishment or

repair is a possibilily.

_he related inlernali_nal implications of the loss and recover, would also need 1o he determined.

In any case, cost will he a critical consideration, particularly because the OSSA bud_,et does not

carry the financial reserves to provide Ihe c,ntin_ency Io cope with catastrophic mission loss.

LEADERSHIP: MAJOR AND MODERATE MISSIONS

Q ,SSA_s leadership prod, ram for FY 1991 is lhe Earth ()bs_wvin_ System, the cenlerpiece of Mission

to Planet Earth and an essential component o[ the Presidcnt_ ['.S. (;Iobal Chan_e Research Program.

This major A_ency initiative huilds on evolutionaD' precursor Earth science missions to respond to

the _round swell of l)ul)lic and C,overnment concern about l×)lential chan_e in our glohal environment.

The U.S. Global Chan_,e Research Prod, ram requires a coml)rehensive Earth monitoring system.

Mission to Phtnet Earfh meets this requirement, with the aoals of mlderslandin_ Earth as a _lohal

system, proviclin_ COml)rehensive, lon_,-term, and continnous Rlol)al Earth ot)serx ations, I)rt>vidinR

an infiwmation system for access to these data, and building accurate, quantitative models lo predic!

_lobal chan_e-and the consequences of such change- on ht,th re_it)nal and _lohal scales.

_he Earth Observin_ System (EOS) includes two series of l_)lar sun-synchronous orbitin_ platforms,

payloads alt:tched to Space Slation Freedom, and the EOS D:fla and Int_wmation System, _dlich

will provide for the reception, processing, archivin_, and distril_ution of EOS data, with interfaces to

intera_ency and int_wnational nutu_rks that link it to ih_ entire (_lohal Chan_e commm_ilv. The

intorn_ation resulting, from the E()S _lol)al remote-sensin_ ol)serxa[iolls Js an iml)orhmt element in

advancin_ knowled_,e t_f the fundamental processes that determine Earth\ global envir_nmental

hahmce, including,:

The hydrological cycle, involving interactions of land, sea, atmosphere, vegetation, and topography

Biogeochemical cycles, concerning global distribution and variation of biomass and the fluxes of

tropospheric gases and aerosols

Climatological role of variables such as wind, pressure, temperature, cloudiness, and precipitation

Geophysical processes, .such as the interaction of physical and biological functions in the ocean and

the land that modify Earth's surface.

a()s will eslablish an intern:ttion:tl Earlh observin_ and data syslem capabilily Io tq)erale for al

least 15 years. In addition to tl.v{) series of [.7.S. platforms, lhe European Space ARency (ESA!

plans to provide two series of plalforms, and the Japanese :ire phmnin_ one series. At least one
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ESA and one Japanese instrument will fly on the U,S. platforms, and U.S. instruments ",',,'ill fly on

lhe ESA and Japanese platforms.

H n 1989, NASA selected eight facility instrumen! complements and their associaled team

leaders and members, 2:3 research instruments and investigator teams to be provided by principal

investigators from various U.S. universities and research institutions, duplicates of three EOS

inslruments to fly on Space Station Freedom, and 28 teams of researchers for interdisciplinary EOS

studies. These investigations include studies of climate modeling, biosphere-atmosphere interac-

tions, the terrestrial carbon budget, deforestation, desertification, the global water cycle, global

biogeochemistry, and the global radiant energy budget.

_he global remote-sensing observations planned from EOS are extensive and comprehensive.

The first observatory series includes instruments In investigate the land surface bioKeochemistry

and ecology, ocean productivity, geology, polar ice, and lower atnmspheric dynamics and clinmtic

processes. The second series concentrates on upper atmospheric chemistry and physics to continue

the investigations begun by the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite. In addition, the second

series will build on the investigation of the ocean surface, circulation, wind fields, and air-sea

interaction begun by TOPEX/POSEIDON and the NASA Scatteremeler on the Japanese Advanced

Earth Observations Satellite, and it will exmnine plate tectonics and glacier dynamics.

D third platform, a dedicated spacecraft for the Synthetic Aperture Radar, is not part of the FY

1991 plan; it is deferred to a later start. The Synthetic Aperture Radar will contribute to several

EOS mission requiremenls, including the physical and biological structure, state, composition, and

dynamics of the land surface, including terrestrial and inland water ecosystems; the circulation,

wind stress, and sea state of the oceans; and the extent, type, state, roughness, and dynamics of

glaciers, ice sheets, snow, and sea ice in the global cr3,osphere. The Synthetic Aperture Radar provides

penetration of vegetation cover and volumetric intormation not accessible with passive instruments

in other regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, is independent of cloud cover, and provides data

for both day and night.

D he EOS platforms will be launched from the Western Test Range on Titan 1V vehicles into

polar sun-synchronous orbit, which provides for simultaneous global coverage every 3 days. The

first platform series will begin with a launch as early as late 1997, and the second series will beain

with a launch in 2000. Each platform, which will carD' from 3,000 to _3,500 kilograms of scientific

pwload, will be designed for a lifetime of 5 years, and will be replaced twice to achieve a minimum

mission life of 15 years.

SMALL MISSIONS

an maintain program continuity and vigor through frequent flight opportunities, three missions

were added to the Explorer program during 1989. These missions are to be launched on small-class

expendable launch vehicles to achieve first-class scientific objectives in physics and astronomy.

Launches will begin in 1992, and we plan to approve more small missions in time to sustain

a steady series of flights. In addition, the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer is being prepared

tor launch on a Soviet Meteor-3 satellite in 1991 and on a Scout-class launch vehicle in 199,3.
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Dnew small mission series in tile FY 1991 plan is tile Earth Probes, a line of Explorer-class

spacecraft in Earth science that complement the Earth Observin_ System and provide for Earth

science missions with highly focused scientific objectives that do not require a large set of simul-

taneous observations, or that do require specialized spacecraft or unique orbits.

Onme science objectives of Mission to Planet Earth cannot be accomplished from EOS. These

include observation and monitoring of processes, such as rainfall, which operate on diurnal time

scales. Thus, the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission has been defined as one of the early

missions in the Earth Probe series to examine the cycle of evaporation, evapotranspiration,

and rainfall in the tropical regions; this cycle forms the heat engine of our global atmospheric

circulation patterns.

I_[ he Earth Probes series, to_ether with the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite and TOPEX/

POSEIDON missions now in development, provides for the additional capability to obtain vital

_,loba] Earth observations in advance of EOS. Examples of such observations include the global

uzone measurements currently bein_ made by the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer on the

Nimbus-7 satellite launched in 1978, and ocean productivity measurements interrupted in 1985 by

the failure of the Coastal Zone Color Scanner on Nimbus-7. The _lobal ozone measurements will be

continued via the Earth Probes line with the hmnches _f three Total ()zone Mapping Spectrometer

instruments: on a Soviet Meteor-.3 satellite in 1991, on a U.S. small-class vehicle in 199:3, and on a

Japanese Advanced Earth Observations Satellite (ADEOS) in 1995. The near-term Earth Probes

will also support the flight of the Proteus Ocean Productivity Experiment. The NASA Scatterometer

is also planned for flight in 1995 on ADEOS.

SPACE STATION FREEDOM UTILIZATION

_he fi)urth theme of our 1991 plan concerns Space Station Freedom. In the coming year, the

Space Bioloay Initiative, which provides flight hardware for conducting in-space research in space

physiology, gravitational biology, controlled ecological life support systems, and exobiology using

gas/_rain sinu,lation studies, will come into full development. The facilities provided by this initiative

estahlish a cnre Cztlmbility to support basic life sciences research requiring multiple specimen samples

over extended periods of exposure to reduced gravity loading. The facilities also provide monitorin_

and analytical capabilities to support provocative challenges to a _ariety of living specimens over

the complete lower range of the gravity variable.

Hn addition to the life sciences basic research program, a Biomedical Monitoring and Counter-

measures t)ro_ram will be initiated to determine methods to maintain optimum crew health and

peril)finance and to medically certify, repeated extended-duration tours of duty. The program is

being designed to document specific tactors limiting crew stay time on orbit, establish acceptable

risk ranges of l)hysiolo_ical adaptation that can be reasonably maintained on orbit, and design and

validate countermeasures to maintain crew adaptation within levels acceptable to optimized mission

operations. This program is an essential prerequisite to routine Freedom operations and is critical to

the implementation of human exploration activities in space.
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D he 1988 LOS Announcement of Opportunity led to the selection of several flight projects and

concept studies for attached payloads on the nlanned base, which are included in the LOS program

to be initiated in 1991. Duplicates of selected polar platform instruments will be placed on Space

Station Freedom to provide for additional coverage of low latitudes at all times of (lay and niltht.

The duplicate instruments selected tor the initial capability on Freedom Station are the Strato-

spheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment III for obtaining global profiles of aerosols and clouds, the

Lightning Inmging Sensor for studying lightning and energetic atmospheric processes at low

latitudes, and Clouds and the Earth's Radiant Energy System tor measurin/4 diurnal cycles in

Earth's radiation budget at low latitudes.

D leven attached payloads in astrophysics, space physics, solar system exploration, life sciences,

and communications technology selected from the OSSA 1988 Attached Payload Announcement of

Opportunity will be nearing completion of their definition phases, leading to decisions on actual

development and manifesting for flight on the early Freedom Station. These flight projects, along

with the concept studies also selected, will provide critical requirements both for the early Freedom

Station configuration and for its evolution as a research platform.

Q [anning for the integration, transport, accommodation, and operations of these experiments

will culminate in 1991 in an initiative for 1992 to develop necessary space and ground facilities to

support internal and external Space Station Freedom utilization.

RESEARCH BASE

U!he fifth and final theme o[ our core program plan concerns the Supporting Research and

'IL'chnology program, which is the vital foundation for a vigorous and productive research community.

In the approved 1990 program, we are beginnin_ augmentations to alleviate known funding prob-

lems to provide for a healthy research base, not only in 1990, but also over the tong term. Key areas

to be addressed are: maintenance of a stable suborbital flight rate, space physics research and

analysis, ground-based instruments for solar system exploration, and mission operations and data

analysis for astrophysics and Earth science and applications. Two new research base efforts will be

initiated: the Life Sciences Specialized Centers of Research and Training and the multidisciplinary

Origins of Solar Systems programs. The enhancements approved in each of these areas in FY 1990

will continue in FY 1991, but no new augmentations are prol)osed.

The Space Exploration Initiative Program

_he three Space Exploration Initiative themes and the integrating decision rules were followed in

the construction of our fiscal year 1991 plan for humm_ exploration of the Moon and Mars, described below.

MEETING HUMAN NEEDS

Ill ife sciences research plmmed as part of the OSSA core program will also play a key role in

supporting the Space Exploration Initiative. The Space Biology Initiative, which provides flight

hardware for conductin_ research on Space Station Freedom in space physiology, gravitational

biology, controlled ecological life support systems, and exobiology, will come into full development.

Planning for a Biomedical Monitoring and Countermeasures program will also be initiated to
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determine ways to maintain optinmm crew health and performance and to medically certify, repeated

extended-duration tours of duty. These two activities combine to begin the strategy for conducting

life sciences research on Space Station Freedom. In 1991, we will also complete definition studies to

permit the first lammh as early as 1994 of Lifesat, a recoverable biosatellite that will support

critical experiments needed to quantify the effects of space radiation on biological systems.

ROBOTIC EXPLORATION

Development of the/vlars Ohserver will he continued to prepare for a 1992 launch. The ground

data and software systems will he enhanced to enable higher-resolution imagery to assist in the

landing-site selection process for future robotic and human missions to Mars.

_he Lunar Observer, OSSA_ highest priority new robotic mission of the Space Exploration

Initiative strateg:y and an element of the core program, will provide an essential global scientific

data base for the Moon by carrying out a 1-year mapping mission in lunar polar orbit. In FY 1991,

definiti_m studies will identify modifications to the Mars Observer design to meet Imnar Observer

requirements. In addition, long-lead-time parts procurement will be initiated to preserve the

opportunity for a 1996 hmnch. The Lunar Observer will globally measure the chemical and mineral

composition of the Moon's surface, determine the surface topography and hmdforms, and measure

the Moon; magnetic and gravitational tields. These data will produce a new understanding of the

Moon ;is an individual terrestrial hody. The nfission will provide key, support to future human

activities on the Moon by determining critical surface characteristics and hy providing an assessment

of'potential resources, including possible frozen volatiles at the lunar poles. The Lunar Observer

will use spare instrument and spacecraft components from the Mars Observer mission.

IN SITU SCIENCE

Hn FY 1991 the Exploration Science Working Group and discipline subcommittees of the Space

Science and Apl)lications Advisory Con3mittee will complete initial analyses of recommended

science strategies and will identify, critical advanced technology development priorities to support

science on and from the Moon and Mars.

ith a clear eye toward the next 5 years, this plan for fiscal year 1991 allows us to make

si_niticant progress toward achieving our goals. The U.S. space science and applications program

has historically produced an outstanding scientific return on America; investment, and we

expect this return to continue and grow through the implementation of our 5-year strategy,

descrihed next.

FIVE-YEAR STRATEGY

Deginning with the overarching, goals of NASA as articulated hy National Space Policy, and

working through OSSA's goals and ohjectives, the themes aud principles cited earlier form the hasis

ti)r our strategy for fiscal years 1992 through 1996. When we apply the decision rules with appro-

priate consideration of budgetary availability, institutional capability,, and the pace of hoth the U.S.

Global Change Research Prozram and the Space Exploration Initiative, the queue for the OSSA

program is nearly defined. Major missions were begun in FY 1989 and 1990 and proposed for FY
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1991; therefore, budgetary considerations dictate that the new start for FY 1992 will be a moderate

mission: the Orbiting Solar Lal)oratory. The next hig,hest priority core prod, ram new start will he

the Space Infrared Telescope Facility. This strategy, then, steps throu_,h most of the currently defined

major and moderate missions.

The Core Program

ONGOING PROGRAM

_r_ hrough each succeeding year, the flight projects and research programs started the previous

years comhine with those already under way 1o form the ongoing program. In all cases, the highest

priority of ()SSA_ strategy is to carry ,_ut the ongoing proff, ram.

LEADERSHIP: MAJOR AND MODERATE MISSIONS

all the major flight projects in the 1991 ongoing core program will he launched by 1997; a new

major flight project requires 4 to 7 years to tlevelop. Thus, to pursue lea,tership in key areas, Ihe

next sic I) is to selec! the successors to the ongoing program. Our appr,)ac]_ to adding, new major and

moderate initiatives to the queue is to incorporate several missions at the same lime, rather than

one every year. In fulure strategic plans, we will add the nex! _zroup of major and moderate missions

in a series of steps.

r_ach ()SSA Division Advisory Sill)committee of the Space Science and Applications Advisory

(7ommittee will assess candidate missions and initiatives fi_r each stralegic plan theme. This assess-

merit will be guided by the overall science strategy guidelines formulated by the National Academy

of Sciences. The subcommittees will maintain cl.se coordination with the relevant committees

and boards of the National Academy of Sciences, particularly the Space Studies Board.

_I_ an(tidate missions of the highest priority will be placed in Ihe subcommittee_ lone-term mission

queue reflecting that subcommittee_ priority in implementation of the missions. In order to avoid

excessive oversubscription, consideration will he restricted to missions judged to be within no ntore

than about 10 years of technological readiness. Major and moderate missions in the hmg-term

queue will be the focus of studies and advanced technology development funding by the discipline.

Missiot,s that slip in priority may be removed from the queue. ()n a triennial basis, the Space

Science and Applications Advisory Committee will review each Division strategy and its lon_z-ternt

mission queue for scientific validity and consistency with the overall OSSA Strategic Phm. When

OSSA augments its 5-year queue of major and moderate missions, the Space Science and Applica-

lions Advisory Commiltt_e will evaluate the missions proposed by the subconmliltees and assisl

OSSA in preparing an integrated queue.

D he Sl)ace Science and Applications Advisory Committee will hold the first triennial review of

Division strategies anti proposed queues in the summer of 1991, and make its recommendation hy

fall 1991 in time for inclusion in the 199'20SSA Strategic Plan. In view of the changing character

of space science and applications, with the launches of many missions and the additi,m of Mission

1o Planet Earth and the Space Exploration Initiative, the (_ommittee may also reevaluate lhe

decision rules durin_ this time frame. The Space Science and Ai)plications Advisory (3ommittee
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will review the l)ivision Sul)committcc positions on snmll missicms, _l)acc Station t:rccdom utilization,

a,Hl lhc resu,rch b;.tsc on a c<mlhluinlz, basis and rntlk(_ t v+t'conm+cii<]ali<ms annt,ally al thu ;nmual

May-Jim(_' .%pat(: Schmcc told Al)plicatl<His Advisory Cotnmillcc mcctinJ4. The Acrosp_tcc .Mudicine

Advit.,ory (]tmmdlic!c will rou_+mm+.md u strategy it+ _tddross the hi,troth needs thctue oi th,., Space

Exl)hmili<m hliliati\:c, hl u<hlition t_ _)lhcr life sciences rus,.+_trch ar++,as.

Dnc mujor or tllOdcr+atc ` tt<_'xs tnisni<m sho,,hl be started pc, }car. Althot,_h wu rcco+.r, ni/.u the f:t('l

that cir(.:umshmcos may l)rC,,<_ml ()('casilms where iYff)r+.: titan <me c{)rc l)r()_ratu nt.t+.v start is p.nnil)lu,

m_d others x.,,huru no n,:+x, slarl is possible, ;m average l)nce (,t +,n_c per }'car is liC('t!'.,'-,:tl +) Ill IIICCl

the _)als Id' leadership in I,:cy urc.'tt+ anti t_) assure viltt_r m_d contirmity. ()n thu othc'r hmJd, givt_'n

u rualistic oSlJll|atc (:,t rcsour¢'c constraints, II|<)FC thall ol+c c+Jrc i)rogram n<."+v stuff per yct|r <.';.lliIi()l

<wdimirily be cxpcctud. I)ccaunc :r.uil.t)le resources for sm.II mb.sions and t}>r rescmch mid umtlysi_,

nn,,d l:,c l)rcser_,(:d, l)cl)<-'nilin_ On the lmCC of national initiatives, two ticks shtrls in some yc:trn

in:Lv J)c neccssar,, in mder to illaildaili I)l+ol4ralli balance.

Bhc nia.j<n :m<l m<_<Jcratc missions it+ the current ++:()re liro_ranl siraicu, y arc dcs<_'ril}ctl [)chi_,v.

ORBITING SOLAR LABORATORY

Bhu ()rt)ilin_ Sohu l,ul)ur:d()r_, lhu hi_,tu:.+l l)riority ufi:+,_,i_m fl)r inilinli<m its <:arly u:, t,992+, is :tn

cnt.cml)lu ,)t iw, lrmncnls in smi-s>nchr(mt)us _)rltit dusi.ancd t_)i)ml)u the Stm'h fine-s,:al,.t ma_n,.ttic

struclurt:s :m<] Io inv<:xli_,ulc lhc lrunslcr of mass and cncr_y 4(_'rot,_, thu l)]+_)l()nl)JJcr(.t :rod iilh) Ill++'

(.:or_ma. "I'll(+' llliXSil)ll]_, tdjjc(:l/vc is to study the flmdamenlal ma_nc,hdlyihodyn:unic l)r<_<:cst+t',, of thu

,";m,'t, almonl_hcrc in ",,isibh: :m<l ultraviolet li_hl at the limits oi lhc Sl>;tlial mid lcml)or:tl r<_'s_dutiow,

:it ,.vhich Ihev out'm. The ()rbitin_ Solar Lah,,_,ratory will pruvido the means v,:ith ,.'ddd_ to study lhc

<)rij4in und c,,oltfli<m of fc;.iturcs l(_'uding to sdar flares aml solar v,riidfilily, ',vhk:]l lltlVi.., l)roh>tmd

cff(_.cls tm l'::trth',, ,,ppcr :ttm<)sl)hcrc, and whid_ nmy affect aspects ol ;_hdml ch:u+gu mc,tsurcd by

E(),'-;] Thus(. +s;.iIiiGt fttn(hinumtal i)r<)('csscs arc th,m+_hl h)()c('ur in <}thur stellar :lll(] a.,tr()l)hysicul

s_.':,.Iclll:,;, :,llid, l}t(trt'Jl)r(!, this mission t)rt)vidcs +illt)orlllllt (l|lttlltilllliv(: Illt';.IstlrOlllttllt.% v',.lilt whJdt h)

l)(.glcr lln<l(.:rst:uttl the l+CStlJls lr<)lll the (;roal ()l)servatorics. The Ull(J.+.+rsl;.tn(Jin_ ,+.Z,;.IilI,L'(] JrOlll lilt.':,,+.'

ol)_<.'rvatiim,, '+,.'ill ulsu umk<L' :in iml)<)rhtnt c()ntribt_ti<m l+) +)ur _dtim:tlc :tl)ilit_+' h) l)ru(Ik't lh,., (w,uur-

rtmcc _)1cnttr,,4,.gic s_dnr I)ariiclc events that v_ill t.)su h,.':dih hazards It) a>,lrt)ll;.tlll>, ('11 rotllc h) alid

tr<m_ or :it Ihc Moon and Mars. The' ()rbitin_ ,Sol.r l+al:,orah_r._,, thcr,.'h)rc, will survu n>, u criticul tir>,t

sic I) in (Iclcrndnin_ lhc _d}surv.lions h) I)c nladc by a nel':/ork of solm mt)nil(}rin_ sh_li()ns lhut um_

l)mVidC c:_rly warnin_ ,d _ohn cvc,il_.

THE SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY

U_mt'lh und I:u.,I in the series, ot(h+,:ul ()t)++,cr,,alorie..,, lh<' Sl)U<.'u Infrard Tclcscot),: t"uuilil+_

iSIt_Tt:I, atl _5-c<:rllin_clor. trcc-Ilyinl_ td<+tSCUl)e in hiKh4%rlh orl)il. ':,,'ill I)c ready for initiation in

199F;. (i<_old t,)the cxtrcmcl,, h)v,. tcntl)cr.:dtu'cs required to obtain hi_h-ncnsitix ity inlrarcd (l:tta.

SII{TI" _/II l)r(d)c tilt' tli',hml :m(l aJ_uictnt tmivcrse with u scnsJli,../t) th_tl will cxcuu<l that ol ('tltT(tllt

r4rot,n<l-l);i,,cd :in(l ;lirl)<)rn(' Im'iliticn l)y ht(.'t()r_, t+l <)Ira to loll lht)u>,:m(l. Am()n_ ils prhnc ohst:rxati<_,:d

hirl_c+,ls will I)c i)rl)to_ahixics nc:tr the c<l_c i)t the observable ilni\,crsc, uollhlhl_ _al:ixics, i)Janciar) ,

_,y,+lclii _, I)cy(m<] litli _)Jltl _,_xnit'Ill, br(_wJi dwarf ++l_ir_;,and h<,<lk.+ +_illiili oilr _(dur n_,<>lclll.

4
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D IRTF's timely development will allow essential coordinated obsen, ations with the Huhble

Space Telescope and the Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility as they operate for their planned

15-year lifetimes. Because the Gamma Ray Observatory instruments have large fields of view, and

the mission will mainly operate in "survey" modes, tile correlative analysis of gamma-ray data with

infrared data can be accomplished with the Camma Ray Observatory data archives. Conversely,

the Hubble Space Telescope and the Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility have very small fields of

view, and these missions must be directed at unusual or interesting targets observed hy SIRTF.

_11RTF will operate in a complementary and synergistic manner with the Stratospheric Observa-

tory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA). SIRTK with its protound sensitivity, will probe the deepest

reaches of the universe, where the "red shift" places the primary emission of many obiects in the

infrared regime. SOFIA will provide extremely high-resolution spectroscopy of relatively bright and

near-infrared sources.

GRAVITY PROBE-B

D ravity Probe-B is designed to be a cornerstone test of general relativity. Einstein's universally

accepted theory of special relativity ties together the structure of time and space. His theory of

general relativity, which is far less thoroughly tested, ties together space, time, and gravity. This

theory is on a much less secure experimental footing than the special theory., and alternative

hypotheses exist. Gravity Probe-B will measure both the distortion of the "fahrie of space time:'

imposed by the Earth's presence, and the subtle dragging of this fabric, predicted to result from the

Earth's rotation. The influence of these effects will be seen in subtle precessional changes affecting

the behavior of a set of four ultra-precision gyroscopes operating in a drag-free, superconducting

environment. The required technology for this demanding undertaking has been under develop-

ment since 1965. The key elements will be tested using a functioning prototype to be flown on

a Space Shuttle flight prior to the science mission.

THE SOLAR PROBE

D he Solar Probe will be humanity's first direct exploratory venture to the near vicinity of the

Sun. The mission will study the unexplored region inward from 60 solar radii to within ,3 solar radii

of the surface of the Sun. With the objectives of understanding the mechanisms of coronal heating

and solar wind acceleration, the Solar Probe will make in-situ measurements of the electromagnetic

fields, plasma, and energetic particle polmlations in the region close tu the Sun. The Solar Probe

offers a unique opportunity for leadership in exploration of the heliosphere, and it has been cited

by the scientific research community as a high-priority objective.

SMALL MISSIONS

_issions in this category are essential to sustaining the vigor of our scientific community because

of their frequent opportunity for launch, perhaps as often as every 2 years per discipline. The small

missions provide opportunities comparable to the continuing series of classical Explorers, which

emphasize focused scientific objectives in astrophysics, space physics, and upper atmospheric

physics.
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Durrently identified small missions of the 5-year plan include:

LIFESAT

_ifesat, :t key element of hoth tile core strategy and the space exploration strategy, is a

small, recoveral)le, reusal)le orhiting t)iosatellite that can I)e used as an inexpensive l)latform tor

conducting life sciences (and possit)ly other) experiments. Lifesat in l)olar orl)it will sept)or! critical

radiation hiological experiments studies lhat will not he addressed in any other area of the U.S.

space t)ro_ram. The IJfesat spacecraft can be launched on a variety of expendal)le launch vehicles

and can provide tit) to 60 days of micro_ravity environment. NASA has had (tiscussions with a

number of l)otential I)artners in Europe, Canada, and Japan, who have expressed an interest in

collat)oratin_ in such a series of missions,

MICROGRAVITY FUNDAMENTAL SCIENCE

D "numl)er of fun(lamenlal physical and chemical la,,vs can be investigated through access to the

low-gravity environment of spaceflig, ht. The strategy to be pursued is to give much-needed flight

Opl)orlunities to these investigations. The experiments will focus on challenging a hroad range of

contemporary theories, including those in omdensed matter physics and general relativity. In the

mid-1990s, an augmentation is needed to develop flight instrumentation to accommodate lhese

investigations and t)ursue the use of dedicated Explorer-class payloads to facilitate these investi-

gations. Where applicable, the Space Shuttle, Space Station Freedom, availat)le commercial plat-

forms, and dedicated free-flyers will be used as vehicles on which to conduct research. The

scientific merit and desirability of developing opportunities in this area are cited by the Space

Science Board in Space Science in the Tridents.l-First Center!l: lmperath'es /br tilt' Decades 19(,)5

t¢) 2015 - t;un(tanl_,ntal Phwz'cs and Chenzistr_].

SPACE STATION FREEDOM UTILIZATION

Dor this segnlt'l/I of our 5-year plan, we wish to continue developing an inilial suile of S[)ace

Station Freedom research facilities that will be capable of supporting, basic research in the sl)ace

scieuces. Such research requires a "core facility" that tan be optinmlly instituted using the unique

resources of Space Station Freedom.

D key factor in ()SNAg I)rel)aration t,_r St)ace Station Freedom will he the continued use of

Spacelah, St)ace Shuttle mid-deck lockers, and other appr_priate carriers l(, (levelol), test, and

verify new lint)roved instrumentali(m t])r suhsequent use ,m S. S. Freedom, OSSA-sponsored

studies will further refine U.S. instrument re(luirements throu,a,h evaluating coordinated, multi-

national hardware de,<eh)pment prod.rams.

Dwo special facilities are planned for external attachment to Space Station Freedom. The

Cosmic Dust Collection Facility is proposed for research in exohiolo_,y and planetary science. The

purpose of the Cosmic Dust (_)llection Facility is to determine the orbital elements of individual

cosmic dust particles (includin_ meteorite and cometary debris and p<)ssihle interstellar particles),

to trap each particle in the least degraded maturer, and to provide for the return of the collected

pariich_'s to Earth, together wilh lhe orbital iniormation required for detailed analysis. Studies of

pristine l)articles of known orig, in can provide unique cities at)out the R)rmation of the solar system

and the fate of the elements and c, mlpounds that led to planetary hodies and the origin of li[e.



D stromag (Particle Astrophysics Magnet Facility) is being studied as a joint NASA-Italian

Space Agency facility for the early Space Station Freedom. The core of tile facility is a magnetic

spectrometer based on a set of superconducting coils that produce an intense magnetic field. The

facility is designed to accommodate at least two experiments operating simultaneously, and the

experiments can be changed or serviced as required. The three investigations selected ti)r first-

generation observations will provide unprecedented information abou! nucleosynthesis, cosmic ray

origin, acceleration regions, and modes of propagation, in addition to conducting; searches for

antimatter at unprecedented levels of sensitivity.

D he study and selection of candidate second-generation attached payloads will also conlinue

over the 5-year period.

RESEARCH BASE

D he highest priority in this area is to enhance the research and analysis base that is essential

to OSSA's program. The augmentations to the base approved in FY 1990 constitute critical fixes

during the next 5 years to revitalize science pro/zrams to vigorous levels of activity and to provide

adequate mission operations and data analysis support. In the future, we will not seek generic

augmentations to the base, but only those that support new elements of the OSSA program,

addressing very specific areas of focused activity to be added to the research base, such as Ihe

facility described below.

STRATOSPHERIC OBSERVATORY FOR INFRARED ASTRONOMY (SOFIA)

D OF1A is designed to fly a 2.5-meter telescope above 99_ of the Earth's atmosphere in the

fuselage of a Boeing 747 aircraft to provide high angular and spectral resolution fi)r infrared

astronomy. The SOFIA program is a collaboration with the Federal Republic of Germany, who will

provide the telescope system. SOFIA is the ideal system for studies of the near universe with the

clarity of view and spectral resolution essential for correlative analysis with data from orbiting

observatories.

D he SOFIA is planned to fly' by the mid-1990s; this facility will allow astronomers to observe,

with good angular resolution at infrared wavelengths inaccessible from the ground, the fascinating

infrared sources discovered by the Infrared Astronomical Satellite launched in 1983. This conti-

nuity will ensure that the U.S. cummunity (the pioneers and developers of the field of infrared

astronomy) will maintain a major role until SIRTF flies and the complement fi)r infrared astronomy

is completed.

D s a suborbital program, the SOFIA has several unique and important characteristics. SOFIA

can provide frequent flight opportunities-more than 100 missions (or flights) per year. Instruments

developed by the university research community can be changed fi_r every flight. This capability

allows the latest technology to be continuously incorporated and provides the essential test-bed for

the development of sub-millimeter wavelength instruments to be flown in the space observatories of

the next century. SOFIA will accommodate a large "guest observer" community, which also involves

the training and development of space scientists for the next century.
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Space Exploration Initiative Program

_he themes and integrating decision rules cited earlier form the basis for OSSA's preliminary

5-year t)lan for the Space Exploration Initiative. Although the schedule for the Space Exploration

Initiative has not been determined, OSSA will support each progressive phase with the appropriate

activities in tile three themes described below.

MEETING HUMAN NEEDS

D ife sciences research to support human exploration will progress incrementally as the program

proceeds. In the early stages, Space Station Freedom will serve as a controlled test-bed for studying

extended-duration human habitation of space and for developing and validating systems and

elements, such as habitation and laboratory modules and life support systems, to be used later on

the Moon and Mars. In the area of radiation protection, the Orbiting Solar Laboratory, a mission in

the OSSA core program, will serve as a critical first step in learning how to predict the occurrence

of energetic solar particle events. The Advanced Composition Explorer will provide crucial data on

the intensities of both the solar and galactic cosmic rays that are the primary source of the

radiation. Lifesat, a reusable biosatellite, will support critical radiation biological experiments.

O pon the initiation of the emplacement phase of the lunar outpost, the focus for life sciences

research will shift to systems developed on the Moon itself. Early systems will be used to establish

prototypes for long-term habitation, and later habitats will provide additional space for increased

biomedical and lite sciences research. The facilities will be used to simulate the eventual long-term

stays anticipated for Mars missions. Also during this time, a global system of solar monitors will

begin to provide an early warning system for solar particle events.

ROBOTIC EXPLORATION

Q reparation for human missions to Mars will require a series of robotic missions after Mars

Observer to support and verify landing site selection. For example, a Mars Global Network mission

inwG'ing an orbiter and multiple landers can provide high-resolution surface data and extended-

duration seismological and meteorological measurements, Then a mission to return samples of Mars

to Earth for scientific analysis and determination of the potential for back-contamination is appro-

priate. Next, a Mars Site Reconnaissance Orbiter would provide detailed imaging to characterize

landing sites, assess landing site hazards, and provide a data base for subsequent rover traverses

and piloted surface operations. Finally, several Mars Rover missions could certify sites with the

greatest potential for piloted vehicle landing and outpost establishment.

IN SITU SCIENCE

D s with all elements of the Space Exploration Initiative, in situ science will become progres-

sively more sophisticated as the program proceeds. At both the Moon and Mars, science capabilities

shouht heg, in with local human exploration complemented by unmanned rover traverses and be

followed t)y the emplacement of initial science instruments. Later, more advanced scientific instru-

ment facilities can be built to broaden the range of observations, and pressurized laboratories can

be used to conduct research in a variety of areas. For example, the characteristics of the Moon

make it a unique site for astronomical observatories, in particular for arrays of optical interferome-
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ters. The establishment of ultraviolet, visible, and infrared telescopes on the Moon will subshmtially

contribute to studies of the terrestrial phmets and the atmospheres and surfaces of the outer planets

and their satellites. In addition, science from the Moon offers unique opportunities to conduct high-

priority cosmic-ray physics research.

_n Mars, exploration will address questions of geoscience, climatology, exobiology, and life

sciences. In early stages, tile mobility (ff human explorers will be limited, but dependable and

versatile long-range robotic rovers will have been deployed.

Strategy Summary

D he strategy for OSSA's core program, including initial elements of the strategy for the U.S.

Global Change Research Program, is illustrated in Figure l. Figure 2 illustrates the preliminary

strategy for OSSA's role il, the Space Exph!ration Initiative. As stated in the previous pages and

illustrated by the figures, many areas and missions are common or complementary among the

strategies. The specific timing and phasing of OSSA's Space Exploration Initiative strategy will

match the pace determined by national priorities and capabilities. In future strategic plans,

a more explicit phasing between the schedules of the two strategies will be developed.

Year
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Missions Freedom
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I Ill Jill I I I[ II

TotalOzone SpaceBiology
Mapping Ir_
Spectrometer Definition

EarthObserving
SystemPayload
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I fll I I I HB I

EarthProbestt SpaceBioio_
Initiative

Blamed|cat
Monitoringand

One_ Maim &
Progrm Moderate

Missions
i I IIH

CRAF/Cassini

Researchand
Analysis

Mission
III

Operations EarthObserving
andData
Analysis Systemt-

Ileuarch
Bow
Enhuwmats

II I

Researchand
Analysisand
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Countermeasures*
Operational I I

1992 Medicine OrbitingSolar Lifeset* CosmicDust Stratesph_

Laboratory Mic_avity Coflaction
- Facility ForInfraredT LunarObserver* Fundamental

H Flight Science Astromag AstTonomy
R Projects SpaceInfrared FocusedResearch
0 TelescepeFacility Second-Generation andAnalysis,
U Gra_ Probe-B AttachedPayloa_ Suborbital,
G Spacelabs Advanced
H and SolarProbe Technology

Other Deveiopm_
1996 Carriers DataSystems

Enhancements
|1 II _[ J III I I I | I II I I

* Also see Space Expleration Initiative Slralegy
"c NASA coetrit)utiontothe U.S. GlobalChange ResearchProg,ram:willrequirethe lateradditionof the SyntheticApertureRadar

1"1-NASA contribution to the US Global Change Research Program

Figure10SSA Core ProgramStrategy, IncludingInitial Elementsof Strategyfor U.S. GlobalChangeResearchProgram
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IMIqJCAnONS OF 11_ OSSA STRATEGY

D lthough the OSSA strategy is carefully constructed to provide a balanced program in space

science and applications, it also results in an annual sequence in which specific disciplines are

highlighted in an orderly progression. In FY 1989, special emphasis was placed on astrophysics

(new start for the Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility) and on microgravity science and applica-

tions (new start for facilities evolving to use on Space Station Freedom). In FY 1990, we highlighted

solar system exploration (CRAF/Cassini new start and "Origins of Solar Systems") and life sciences

(Space Biology Initiative and Biomedical Monitoring and Countermeasures planning, plus a research

base augmentation for Specialized Centers of Research and Training). Similarly, FY 1991 is the

"year of Earth_' with proposed new starts for the Earth Observing System and Earth Probes. This

approach systematically infuses strength into each of our scientific disciplines one by one, thus

building strength and vitality across the entire OSSA program.

D SSA also interacts with and relies upon other NASA and other agency (domestic and inter-

national) programs by creating requirements and opportunities in a variety of areas. Within NASA,

the appropriate allocation of Agency resources among the various program elements will, therefore,

be essential to the success of the OSSA program.

D his section of the OSSA strategic plan provides a summary assessment of the implications of

the strategy on other segments of national and international space activities. This section will be

updated each year, based on continuing activities to refine our understanding of the implications

in each area.

Dsing the decision rules described earlier, OSSA has constructed a number of alternative

plans that serve to demonstrate that the strategic process will permit most programs discussed in the

previous section to be accomplished. However, ill times of continued budgetary constraint, the pace

at which these programs are developed will be affected strongly by the Nation's ability to control the

deficit and by the way in which NASA's overall budget fares in the context of broad national priorities.
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_he strategic process does provide the decision mechanisms for determining the composition

of the OSSA program, consistent with the realities of the budget. For example, if we assume that

the growth in the total NASA budget continues over the next several years at its currently planned

rate and that OSSA receives a portion of that budget consistent with its historical allocation and

its role in major national initiatives, then carrying out the ongoing program and initiatin_ major

missions at a rate of nearly one per year will be possible. In some years, however, the initiation of

moderate missions may be dictated, as is likely to be file case in FY 1992. In most years, a steady

sequence of small missions, appropriate Space Station Freedom initiatives, and selective augmen-

tations to the research base can also be accomplished.

H n a more constrained budgetary environment that provides for little growth, the development

phase of major missions would be delayed or stretched out over a longer period of time. In this

case, moderate missions may be initiated at a rate of one per year.

H n order to protect other elements of the OSSA program from budget overruns in major and

moderate missions, we have instituted a policy whereby a "descope plan" is instituted for each

mission. This plan describes a prioritized list of actions to be taken in the event of cost growth.

In this way, costs will be contained within the mission budget, without impacting other elements

of the ongoing program.

_lhe complementary strategies developed for OSSA_ core, global change, and space exploration

programs permit the initiation of a mission in more than one area in the same year, provided _ufficient

budgetary and institutional resources are available. However, if there were pressure to accelerate

the pace of either Mission to Planet Earth or the Space Exploration Initiative while constraining

OSSA to only one new start in a particular year, then maintaining a balanced overall pro_zram

could become impossible.

D ritical to all new initiatives in the budget is reliable access to space through a robust fleet of

launch vehicles. In the past, the cost of maintaining spacecraft and Spacelab instruments on the

_;round, awaitin_ launch opportunities, has severely hampered our ability to manage program

costs and to progress with new initiatives.

Transportation

_he OSSA strategy assumes the implementation of NASA plans for a mixed launch vehicle

fleet, including the current Space Shuttle system (with the fourth orbiter becoming available for

flight in 1992) and the full range of existing expendable launch vehicles. A maximum permitted

downweight of 2,30,000 pounds enables Spacelab missions with a fifth energy kit to fly on either

Orbiter Vehicle 102 (Columbia) or, beginning in 1992, Orbiter Vehicle 105 (Endeavour), for up to

10 days. An Extended Duration Orbiter kit now under development will extend the potential

on-orbit stay time to up to 28 days. Space Shuttle launch rates for Spacelab module missions

continue to be two to three per year and for pallet missions one to two per year. During the period

between initial man-tended capability and the point at which an eight-person crew permanently
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staffs Space Station Freedom, OSSA is considering converting some of these Spacelab flights to

Science Utilization Flights tied to the availability and capability of the operational manned base.

Following the establishment of a full permanent crew complement on Freedom Station, OSSA

plans to continue to use on the order of one to two Shuttle flights per year to test new experiment

hardware planned for Space Station Freedom, to conduct science and applications research that

does not require the very long-duration opportunities provided by Freedom, or to service free-flyers.

D egarding expendable launch vehicles, implementing the OSSA strategy requires the availability

of "small" (Scout- and Pegasus-class), "'medium and intermediate" (Delta-, Atlas/Centaur-, Titan

IIl-class), and "large" (Titan IV-class) vehicles. Launch rates for expendable vehicles will average

approximately two small and one to two medium or intermediate expendable launch vehicles per

year, with large expendable vehicles required in 1995 and 1996.

I_lhe rate at which the strategy can be achieved can be substantially enhanced with the Advanced

Solid Rocket Motor, which would allow significant increases for payloads delivered to the Freedom

Station manned base during the assembly phase. Without this new capability, delivery of user equip-

ment to Space Station Freedom would be delayed, or additional Shuttle flights would be required.

Even with additional Shuttle flights, significant time and effort would be necessary to install, test,

and chei:k out the piecemeal delivery of user equipment transported to Freedom-an effort that

can be largely avoided with an Advanced Solid Rocket Motor capability.

D current deficiency in transportation capability for planetary missions is the absence of a

high-performance transfer stage that is equiwdent to the cryogenic Shuttle/Centaur upper stage

cancelled in 1986. The use of the lower-performance Intermediate Upper Stage fl_r Galileo necessi-

tated multiple gravity-assist swingbys at Earth and Venus, requiring costly design changes and

increasing the travel time to Jupiter. OSSA currently intends to use the Titan IV or equivalent

launch vehicles to support solar system exploration. However, until either a heavy-lift launch

vehicle (such as the Shuttle-C) equipped with a high-performance cryogenic upper stage, or some

version of an orbital transfer vehicle (combined with a capability for space-based assembly)

becomes available, planetary orbiters will not be able to achieve efficient direct transfers between

Earth and the outer solar system.

H n addition to those capabilities presently available or planned within the Office of Space

Flight (OSF) in support of OSSA, our strategy includes substantial utilization of sounding rockets,

balloons, and aircraft in carrying out the science and applications programs. OSSA, in conjunction

with OSF, is engaged in a continuing assessment of civil space transportation needs as part of a

larger national effort focused on space transportation architecture studies. Each year, the OSSA

strategy will form a basis for inputs to these assessments.

In-Orbit Infrastructure

_he Earth Observing System will be launched from the Western Test Range using NASA's

Polar Orbiting Platform. Although the Polar Ocbiting Platform was initially designed as part of the

Space Station Freedom program, the use of the polar platforms for EOS has resulted in a plan to
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transition the full development and management responsibility of the platforms to OSSA. The EOS

payload and its platforms are designed to be launched on a Titan IV expendable launch vehicle and

to be replaced in-kind every 5 years.

_he early and mid-1990s will be dew)ted to developing instruments and testing concepts on

Spacelab in preparation for utilization of Space Station Freedom. Prior to completing and outfitting

on-orbit Freedom Station laboratory facilities, human space operations will continue to rely on the

Space Shuttle and its associated Spacelab systems. Spacelab module missions of up to 10 days can

be flown three times in a 12-month period on Space Shuttte Columbia and, beginning in 1992, on

Endeaw)ur as well. The Extended Duration Orbiter kit could also extend Spacelab missions to as

many as 28 days. In order to assure crew safety '.and performance on extended-duration flights, an

Extended Duration Orbiter Medical Program has been established.

During the transition from Spacelab science operations to Space Station Freedom operations,

early utilization of Freedom Station is being considered. OSSA expects to operate approximately

three Spacelab flights per year. It may be appropriate to use some of these flight opportunities for

utilization flights to Space Station Freedom. This approach would provide early scientific return

during the extended Freedom assembly period now under consideration.

D egarding Space Station Freedom itself, previous assessments indicated that OSSA could fully

utilize the haselined accommodations and resources anticipated for the fully operational Space

Station Freedom prior to the 1989 Configuration Budget Review. Subsequent proposed changes to

and deferrals of some capabilities and the corresponding assembly schedule modifications have

raised many issues concerning the ability of the rephased Freedom Station to accommodate and

operate OSSA payloads. Some shortfalls, such as upmass and power, only the Space Station

Freedom Program can remedy. Others, however, such as development of laboratory support

equipment and payload-unique attachment equipment, could he provided by users, although

adequate funds would need to I)e incorporated in OSSA budgets beginning in FY 1992. In

particular, the ability to support small attached and rapid-response payloads is critical to OSSA's

goal of supporting small science missions and frequent flight opportunities. Future OSSA programs

will require l)ower and external attachment accommodations in addition to those currently pro-

jetted tot the baseline Freedom Station.

_he inch,sion of a Freedom-based Orbital ManeuverinR Vehicle for retrieving co-orbiting spacecraft,

along with some limited capability at the manned base for changing out orbital replacement units

on free-flyers and for replenishing cooling cryogens and fuel on free-flyers or attached payloads,

could .significantly enhance planned utilization of Freedom Station. Until the Orbital Maneuvering

Vehicle hecomes an element of Space Station Freedom, OSSA will use the Orbital Maneuvering

Vehicle in the Shuttle-based mode to supl)ort on-orbit servicing of large free-flyers.

_SSA has extended its planning for Freedom Statiort utilization to include two science conmlunities

external to NASA. A Space Station Science and Applications User Board and an associated working

group have been created to coordinate Federally funded U.S. science planning and utilization of

Freedom. Starting at the level of Discipline Working Cr()ups, these U.S. agencies develop inte-

grated research t)lans in life sciences, materials sciences, astrol)hysics, Earth science, sl)ace t)hysics,
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solar system exploration, and communications. Ill its leadership role, OSSA will make its on-orbit

and ground infrastructure available to assist these agencies. In addition, OSSA has initiated

cooperative studies with its science counterparts in Canada, Western Eurot_, and Japan. This

cooperation has already shown significant promise of enhanced accommodation and resource

utilization through international science collaboration. This continuing multilateral science activity

is expected to lead to increasingly close cooperation at the science discipline level.

Research Operations and information Systems

_ ecause the primary purpose of OSSA data and information systems is to obtain and provide

easy access to research data, trends in the character of space research drive the evolution of these

systems. For research in an early exploratory phase, the instruments tend to be relatively simple,

the investigations are focused, and the flight operations and data handling are fairly straightforward,

That environment will continue for some classes of investigation, especially principal investigator-

class experiments, which tend to use the suborbital, Small Explorer, Earth Probe, and Space Station

Freedom attached payload platforms.

D owever, many of the missions highlighted in this Strategic Plan are far more complex. The

broad scientific questions addressed by these missions are multidisciplinary, involve widely dis-

persed investigator teams, and require the combination and analysis of data from many different

sources. They involve coordinated and often simultaneous observations in many wavelength bands

with high spectral, spatial, and temporal resolution over long periods of time. Such investigations

cannot be conducted without substantial advances in the approach to research flight operations

and data handling. In addition, the sheer volume of data to be acquired, transmitted to the ground,

processed, distributed to investigators, analyzed, and archived for future use will increase several

thousand-fold by the late 1990s. This factor also calls for new approaches to maintain research

effectiveness,

D SSA planning for research data and information systems embraces the complete life cycle,

beginning with instrument development and ending with data dissemination, analysis, and arcbiv-

ing. A broader multi-mission and multi-discipline thrust is being added to the traditional mission-

by-mission approach. This new emphasis will provide better connectivity between the distributed

resources, extend the range of technological capabilities, and broaden the spectrum of shared

facilities. New project definition and progress reviews will address data handling resources and

the use of existing capabilities, and will help assure budgets adequate to meet their needs.

D multi-tiered strategy has been adopted to meet the OSSA operations and data analysis challenge

in this changing environment.

1. Provide robust basic systems to meet the specific objectives of the individual missions: The

discipline program offices will continue to carry the primary responsibility for ensuring that specific

mission research obiectives are met.

2. Enhance the capability for scientific research that encompasses multiple missions within major

disciplines: The discipline divisions will continue to plan and implement discipline-specific data
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manag, ement approaches, l)iscipline data systems will emphasize wide avaihd)iliiy of information

about data hol(tin_zs, easier access to those dala by all r_,s_arcbers, and impn_ved covmecti_ily

between researchers for the. interctmng, c of data, inli)rmali(m, knowledge, :m(l ideas. Scienlisls _ill

be explicitly involved in defining, planning, and impl('menting the ()perati(ms and data analysis

syslems in both an advisory and workin_ _r<)up capacity.

3. Provide for a meaningful level of OSSA-wide internperability, planning4, and resource sharing:

The c()ordination of broad i)rovisions for interoperability, research dala standards and _ui(telines,

and the management of spccit]c(t common capabilities will he conducte(] as an ()SSA-wi(le function

trader the oversight of an ()SSA director-level board. OSSA will ensure that dala and ildormation

systems achieve the needed level of ctmnectivity between major disciplines, and will provide for

resource sharin_ where ;.t(]vanta_,et)us. Data and information systems will be tlesi_ned for maximum

direct interaction I)y investigators in mission science operations anti an-dysis consistent with safety,

security, and resource constraints. A hitzh-levcl master directory will ensure _)pen and uniform access

to information ab()ul space research data, regardless of discipline or location. (_t)nmmnicatit)n services

are I)ein_ expanded to supl)ort tim full range of mission operations and scientific data exclmn_e.

This ()SSA in[rastructure also oversees major institutional facilities that transcend in(livithml

missi_ms anti disciplines, inch,tlin_ the lone-term archives.

4. Build upon operations and data analysis capabilities existing outside ()SSA: ()SSA will make more

efl'ective use ()f the space- and ;¢roun(l-l)asc(t _l)erations and dala handlin_ expertise, Cal)at)ilities,

anti resources managed t)y Ihe Office of St)ace Operati_ms and other NASA _,ffices. V¢orkin_

rehttionshil)s with universities, other a_encies within the U,fited St:des, anti other mflions will be

expalltlel] 1()achieve _reater access to valuat)le data holdings and t_t other_ ise enhance flw natitmal

and _lolml research programs in which ()SSA is invtdved, lnternatitmal collalmralion will be

integrated into the overall intt_rmation syslen_s infrastructure as defined lhrtm_zh the science

discipline requiremcnls.

5. Foster system ewflution: ()SSA _s'ill w_rk with the Off'ice of Aeronautics, l';xlfloration and

Tcchnolo_zv and other _roups to siimuhtte and help brin_ al)t)ul new lechntflt)_ical deveh)l)menls

needed for the future. The opcralions and mmlysis syslerns will he tlesi;cnetl Io facilil,tte the

introduction of new technologies as they I)e('tmle ready for use.

_vvo key themes emerge in the evohflitm of the OSSA strategy for research operations and

information systems. The first is the trend toward discipline-oriented data ma,mgement systems

that fur/her the process of intc,_ratin_ the traditional mission data systems inlo more complete

research capabilities for each major research community. The Astrophysics and Phmetary Data

Syslems are R_d examples of this trentt. The' second theme reco_,nizes the need for a systematic

al)prtmch Io meetin_ the need for certain common capabilities, which in,,ol_cs ct,ordimttetl plannin_

across NASA olfices and with the I)ro:ttler nati_mal and inter,rational rese:trch anti technolo_cical

communities.

4
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Technology

H n developing our strategy, we assume the availability of technology that is currently the

state of the art or near that level. In addition to depending upon continued efforts by the Office of

Aeronautics, Exploration and Technology (OAET) in a wide range of spacecraft and instrument

subsystems, OSSA currently is conducting Advanced Technology Development programs for the

next major OSSA initiatives-the Earth Observing System, the Orbiting Solar Laboratory', and the

Space Infrared Telescope Facility. The Solar Probe mission will present significant new challenges,

especially in the areas of thermal protection and communication systems; therefore, advanced

technology studies in support of this candidate major mission will also be needed. Advanced

development assures the timely availability of proven critical technologies well before they are

needed for full-scale development. This approach to risk and cost reduction is an important element

of the OSSA strategy.

U uture OSSA programs will benefit substantially from technologies generally associated with

cryogenically cooled infrared and submillimeter wave detectors, optical interferometers, sensors,

space-qualified lasers, space data and information systems, vibration isolation, automation and

robotics, and artificial intelligence. Applications include ultrahigh density data storage on Earth-

orbital and solar system exploration missions, autonomous experiment systems operations, telescience,

telerobotic servicing, and orbital assembly. In addition, a number of technology areas have height-

ened relevance and impact in connection with OSSA's role in the Space Exploration Initiative.

These areas include bioregenerative life support systems, autonomous sample collection and analy-

sis, spacecraft aerobraking and aerocapture, and lunar-based assembly of scientific instruments.

II_! SSA is currently involved with OAET in planning the scope and content of activities within the

OAET program that are of direct interest to OSSA. OAET programs in advanced sensor systems,

cryogenics, advanced propulsion, autonomous rendezvous and dockinl_, large space structures, and

advanced communications continue to establish the technological foundation for OSSA missions in

Earth orbit and deep space and on the Moon and Mars. The two offices have established joint

technology working groups in the areas of sensors (especially for astronomy and Earth remote

sensing at infrared wavelengths) and spacecraft data systems. OSSA and OAET have also initiated

regular coordination activities to pursue development of critical technologies that will be needed for

future OSSA programs in such areas as long-term Earth remote sensin_z from geosynchronous orbit,

robotic exploration of planetary surfaces, and precision pointing and stationkeeping from orbitin_z

platforms. In each case, OSSA defines science requirements, whereas OAET develops _eneric

technologies and advanced devices that OSSA can later integrate into operating systems to meet its

specific needs.

II_l stablishing permanent human outposts on the Moon and Mars for research, development, and

exploration will require a comprehensive understanding of processes in extraterrestrial environ-

ments when different gravity levels are encountered. Processes must be understood in the areas

of fluid mechanics, combustion science, the mechanics of granular media, and materials processing.

In fluid mechanics, the studies of multiphase flow and phase change are essential to understanding

heat transfer processes under varying gravity levels. An understandinR of capillary phenomena is

necessary for fluids management. The study of mechanics of granular materials is impertant to
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understanding tile prnl)erties of unconsolidated soils in reduced gravity. An understanding, of

combusti(m science is necessary for fire prevention and control in the extraterrestrial environment.

Finally, the sludy of materials processing in different gravity levels is necessary for the production

of commodities to supt)()rl htnnan presence.

Operational Medicine and Life Support

D key OSSA objective ix Io accommodate immediate life sciences requirements by conducting and

coordinating all operalional medicine, medical support, and life SUl)t)ort activities within NASA,

and to iJrovi(te for future requirements I)y determining human health, well-I)ein_, and performance

needs, and conductinR research, both on Earth and in space, to establish medical and technoloff, y

re(luirements m meet those needs for human flight missions. The character (ff studies conducted

to provide for tulure requirements is in many ways distinctly different from the larger ensemble

nf research roles for OSSA.

D urin_ the last 20 years, space life sciences research has evolved from simply I)rovidin_ ol)erational

medical support and enabling Imman survival in space to seeking an understanding of the causative

mechanisms underlying space adal)hdion, predicting related health-threatenin_ issues, and develop-

ins more effective procedures and countermeasures. As a resuh, the life sciences program now covers

a truly interdisciplinary field, both advancing, scienlific and tc'chnical knowledge in I)iomedicine and

optimizing life support for human spaceflight, exploration, and safe return to Earth.

DI raditionally, life sciences research has inchutcd an ()perational Medicine Pr,,g.ram I)rovidin_ a

unique preventive and clinical medicine organization charged with ensuring crew health, safety,

and performance. This Operational Medicine Program encoml)asses crew medical selection and

retention standards, clinical medk:ine pros.rams for each manned flight mission, certification of

crews for sl)acc'fliaht duties, hm_itudinal studies of active and retired astronauts, and an opera-

tiona] environmental real-lime health rnoniloring and inlervcntion program. Support is provided Io

the Off'ice of Sp:tce t:li_ht for heallh care and crew equipmenl development and tuslin_ (includin_

life support systems) and escape syslems development. The Operational Medicine Program

provides requiremenls to the Biomedical Program in li[e sciences [or research and duvdopmenl of

c(mntermeasures m mitiv, ate chan_es due to spaceflight, and maintains the health data t)ase to identify

long-term adaptation mechanisms. In turn, Ihe Biomedical Research Program eslal)lishes the scientific

foundation for improving crew selection, medical cart.', training, and monilorin_, and for enhancing

crew i)roductivily and i)roleclion in space. Biome(lical research supports the Operational Medicine

Program I)y providing environmental requirements and countermeasures, and medical knowledge

for practice of the clinical and preventive medicine.

Dum:m exphwalion _)t lhe Moon and Mars presents crucial new challen_,es for life sciences research

and Ie(:hnoh>a_ (]('v(:h)l)menl in Ihe areas ofmedical and lift: sUt)l)urt systems. Fun(lamenta] (litferences

belween st)ace and Earl]_-the lack _t _,ravily, i,_adequatc' atmosl)heres, deep c,_hl, and radialiun-.

challenge space life scienlisls and nfissi(m (lesignc'rs to provide s_luli(ms an(] slralegies I()i)rolecl Ihe

health of crew members and suslain their lives in space. To Ihis en(I, ()SSA, in collal)oralion vvilh

()AET, is f_,rmulatin_ a coml_ruhensive I)ro_,'um to provide Ihe r:m_e of medical and life supp_rl

(:at)ahilities and technoh>aic's necessary for lhe (lynamic spat:e missions envisioned for the nexl

fevv decades.
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Instlttulions

_r_he successful accomplishment of the OSSA strategy depends on support from the NASA Centers,

other Federal laboratories, U.S. universities, and the private sector. Internal to the Agency, OSSA

has specific institutional management responsibilities for the Goddard Space Flight Center and the

Jet Propulsion Laboratory; however, every NASA center is a direct participant in OSSA's science

and technology programs, and the continuation of this support is essential. External to the Agency,

the ongoing contributions of scientists and engineers at U.S. universities, at other Federal labora-

tories, and in industry" ;are critical to the success of all OSSA programs.

NASA CENTERS

U he NASA Centers are a national resource. The Centers themselves provide unique scientific

research facilities, and the NASA civil service work force includes some of the Nation's and the

world's finest scientists and engineers. Unfortunately, the facilities are aging, and the civil service

work force has decreased substantially since the Apollo era. In order for OSSA to conduct a

world-class program and meet the goals of this Strategic Plan, the Nation's investment in the NASA

institution must be protected.

H n the area of facilities, the NASA Centers need substantial maintenance, repair, renovation, and

modernization. There is also a requirement for so-called "New Capability"; that is, new facilities

that will enable the development, test, and operation of the more sophisticated and sensitive

instruments envisioned in this plan. Examples of this type of capability are the enhancement of the

LeRC low-gravity drop tube and the X-ray Calibration Facility now under construction at the

Marshall Space Flight Center, which will provide the sophisticated capability essential for testing

the Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility mirrors. In 1991, development will begin on the EOS

Data and Information System facility at the Goddard Space Flight Center. This facility will house

the critical data processing, archiving, and distribution functions for the EOS program, and it will

accommodate members of the science community working with EOS data. Also included in the

FY 1991 budget is funding for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory's Observational Instruments Labora-

tory, which will provide unique capability for developing large instruments for EOS and CRAF/Cassini.

D ASA_ civil service work force has decreased by more than 88 percent since the Apollo era.

This decrease impedes our ability to manage major programs and limits our support to the science

community. Particularly critical is the availability of qualified technical managers; NASA has

successfully negotiated with the Office of Management and Budget for increases to this portion of the

NASA work force. In addition, NASA will supplement its administrative staff, especially procurement

personnel, so that the contract and grant inteeface with the scientific community and industry will be

handled more effectively. The FY 1991 budget also contains a significant increase in the personnel

needed for the EOS program.

H n concert with the Centers and Agency management, OSSA will assess the current state and

future needs of the NASA institutional base. A key first step was the "Center Science Assessment

Team" activity conducted in 1987. This study identified strengths and weaknesses in the in-house

space science and science-related technology program. NASA has begun to address the recommen-

dations of the study report.
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_he following (tescriptions of the roles of the NASA Centers in the OSSA program are intended to

identify the nature of the predominant activities of each center. The descriptiuns are not intended

to be exhaustive and are not meant to imply any limitations on particil)ation.

Goddard Space Flight Center-GSFC is involved in virtually :tll scientific disciplines within OSSA,

with the exception of microgravity and life sciences. Personnel at Goddard have extensive experi-

ence in the management of science and applications satellite projects and instruments, including

tile Explorer program. GSFC ix responsihle for many critical support functions in the research base,

including the operation of the NASA Space and Earth Sciences Computing Center, the Wallops

Test Range, the National Space Science Data (;enter, and the sounding rocket and balloon program

at the Wallops Flight Facility. GSFC has management responsibility fl)r EOS, including the polar

platforms and most initial Earth Probes. Goddard is the Flight Telerobotic Servicer development

center and supports OSSA integrated Freedom utilization efforts in the areas of t)latforms and small

attached payloads.

Goddard is also rest)onsible for tile scientific management and operation of the Hubble Space

Telescope, as well as the Space Telescope Science Instilute, where Huhble Space Telescope

scientific data and operations planning will take place. Cud(lard also ix responsible for managing

the development an(I operation of the Gamma Ray Observatory, and in all likelihood will serve the

same flmction fl)r the Orbiting Solar Laboratory. Mission operations for a number of science and

applications satellites are also condt, cted by Goddard. Under the management of the Office of

Space Operations, GSFC runs the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite system and the near-Earth

tracking and data acquisition network, which are essential to the operation of all U.S. Earth-

orbiting spacecraft, balloons, and sounding rocket activities.

Jet Propulsion Laboratory-JPL is most often associated with the OSSA solar system exph)ration

program, and indeed, the lahoratory ix a unique national resource in tim development and scientific

operation of deep space flight missions, including Galileo, Magellan, Mars Observer, CRAF/Cassini,

and Lunar Observer. JPL will also play a critical role in tlle development of the future robotic

missions of the Space Exploration Initiative. tlowever, JPL plays a key role in most other areas of

observational science and in the developn_en/of unique computational capabilities. The laboratory;

development of synthetic aperture radar systems, as well as other instruments, is central to the

OSSA Earth science strategy. JPL will also be responsible for developing the Space Infrared Telescope

Facility and plays a limited, but important, role in the microgravity science program, specifically

in the area of containerless processing. In addition, JPL suplx)rts OSSA efforts in studying evolutionary

payload and on-orbit data handling requirements for Space Station Freedom.

D n(ler the management of the ()ffice of Space Operations, JPL operates the Deep S1)ace Network,

the worldwide tracking stations for planetaw spacecraft.

Marshall Space Flight Center--blSFC has vast experience as a major system development center

an(I, accordingly, develops an(t integrates major flight facilities for OSSA. Current examples inclu(le

management of the development of the Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility, as well as missi(m

management tor the U.S. Microgravity Laboratory and most other Spacelab and Shuttle-attached

payload missions. Continuation of Marshall's mission management role ix critical to ()SSA's effective
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utilization of the manned base of the Space Station Freedom complex. MSFC provides overall

management and integration of OSSA's science utilization management activities for Space Station

Freedom. Less widely known, but very important, is MSFC's participation in the OSSA science

and applications programs, particularly in space physics, astrophysics, Earth science, and

microgravity science.

Ames Research Center-ARC is a major participant in the OSSA life sciences program in space

physiology, artificial gravity, space biology, and exobiology. Ames has an active role in infrared

astronomy, planetary sciences, and Earth sciences, in terms of both scientific research and the

operation of the airborne science program (including the Kuiper Airborne Observatory, the ER-2s,

the DC-8, and the C-180) and will build upon the successful operation of the Kuiper ,Airborne

Ohservatory with the development and operation of SOFIA. In addition, ARC supports OSSA

efforts in information systems and telescience for Space Station Freedom. Ames is the local point in

the Agency for exobiology, research and for the SETI Microwave Observing Project.

Johnson Space Center-JSC plays a critical role in the OSSA life sciences activity, particularly in

operational and space medicine and research on the effects of spaceflight on humans. JSC also

participates in the solar system exploration program and manages the Planetary Materials Facility

that preserves and distributes hmar samples, Antarctic meteorites, and cosmic dust. In microgravity

science and applications, JSC has an ongoing program in biotechnology, as well as in the operation

of the KC-135 aircraft, which is used for both life sciences and microgravity experimentation. JSC is

also the mission management center for life sciences Spacelab missions and some Earth science and

applications activity, including the flight of imaging radar on the Shuttle. In addition, JSC supports

OSSA efforts in analytical integration of life sciences pressurized w)lume payloads, small and

rapid-response payloads, and selected attached payloads for Space Station Freedom.

Kennedy Space Center--Because of KSC's operational character, the center's participation in the

research program is limited to life sciences, particularly to playing a key role in developing

controlled ecological life support systems. In keeping with its operational expertise, KSC is a

major support center for Spacelab payload integration and maintenance of reusable Spacelab flight

hardware; a similar role for KSC is expected to evolve in the Space Station Freedom era. The

Kennedy Space Center processes the majority of spacecraft prior to launch on both the Shuttle and

unmanned launch vehicles and is responsible for coordinating NASA launch activities at the

Vandenberg Air Force Base in California. KSC also supports OSSA efforts in developing a manage-

ment plan for science payload physical integration for Space Station Freedom.

Langley Research Center-Langley plays a substantial role in the Earth science and applications

research program, particularly in the development of satellite experiments in the modelling of

atmospheric chemistry, and in the analysis of climatic and other obserwttions. LaRC also supports

the materials science program for Spacelab and Space Station Freedom facility systems engineer-

ing, and provides fundamental research expertise in space radiation physics.

Lewis Research Center-LeRC is a key participant in the microgravity materials science and

applications program, particularly in the disciplines of fluids, combustion, and metals and alloys.

Lewis not only participates in the ground-based program by' conducting research and operating a
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Lear Jet and drop facilities for microf¢ravity simulation, hut also contributes to tile flight program hy

developing flight facilities and apparatus. LeRC has the lead role in the OSSA commnnications

program and is responsible for the development of the A(lwmced Ctm_munications Techn.logy

Satellite.

Stennis Space Center-The Stennis Space Center is an important participant in the life sciences and

the Earth science and applications programs, including opt, ration of the Earth Resources Lahoratory,

which is involved in research in lan(I/sea interactions and forest ecosystems.

U.S. ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS

_SSA has traditionally considered tile U.S. universities part of its institutional hase and will

continue to do so. NASA depends heavily on academia, not only as scientific investigators, hut also

as educators t)f the next generation of space scientists and technologists. The participation of

U.S. universities is essential to maintaining a broad base of capahility in areas vital to the future of

space science and applications. In its 1986 report, entitled "'The Crisis in Space and Earth Science_"

the NASA Space and Earth Science Advisory Comndttee cited a numher of issues that tire acutely

important to the health of universities as key elements of the ()SSA program. Among these issues

were the need for a sllectrum of small and large research opportunities, reliable and frequent access

to space, attention to training and development of graduate students, and the stabilizing role of

research and analysis. The OSSA strategy explicitly addresses those issues. OSSA intends to continue

to work with its advisory hodies to assess the needs of the university community and Io devise

approaches to ensure that the unique long-term contributions that the community makes to space

science and applications continue in the future.

a ealizing the OSSA vision will require a trained and experienced academic community to analyze

the vast amounts of data that will result from the accomplishn_ent of the Plan. This need will he

especMly critical in the 1990s, when tile launch of many missions will result in an unprecedented

increase in data on significant science problems, at a lime when many current members of the

research communily will he approaching retirement age. The science community may find itself

inadequately prepared, hoth in technical capahility anti numher of personnel, to deal with this

onslaught of data. When comhined with tile projected decrease in science, mathematics, and

engineering students over the next decade, these factors strongly stress the need for enhancing

recruitment and training at lhe pre-college and undergraduate levels and for maintaining and

increasing supporl for graduate students and postdoctoral researchers.

I_lo respond to tile growing concern over hnth NASA_ and the Nation's needs for scientific

and technical manpower at the turn of the century, OSSA is involved in a variety of programs that

focus on education ranging from pre-high school to l×Jst-graduate levels. Examples include special

educational programs tied to specific flight missions (e.g., the Astro and Space I,ite Sciences

Spacelah flights), specialized residential st, mnler courses (e.e,., ira life sciences, Earth science, and

phmetary science), araduate student fellowships {e.g., the Craduate Student Research Program and

a new program in g,lobal change research), and special outreach programs to hring new colleges

and universities into the space science and applications research arena (e.g., via the Joint Venture

in Education or "J()VE" program administered through MSF(: and the Historically Black College

and University Program).
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International Cooperation

Clearly all OSSA's ongoing and planned space science and applications missions involve some

form of international participation. One of the principal means by which such participation is made

possible is through OSSA's '*Am,ouncement of Opportunity" (AO) process, in which the interna-

tional scientific community is routinely invited to submit proposals to NASA to fly foreign experi-

ments on U.S. spacecraft, participate in U.S.-led experiment teams, and take part in post-flight data

analysis activities. Foreign proposals compete on an equal basis with U.S. scientific proposals and

undergo the standard peer review process prim" to the final selection of participants. In keeping

with long-established NASA policy, international cooperation in OSSA programs takes place on a

"'no-exchange of funds" basis, wherein each side agrees in advance to cover the costs associated

with its own contribution to the activity.

H n developing this OSSA strategy for leadership in space science and applications, no explicit

assumptions were made about the level of international participation to achieve OSSA goals and

objectives. Indeed, international space cooperation is not an end in itself, but a means of enhancing

programmatic priorities. We intend to exercise international leadership first and foremost through

a strong commitment to national vitality in our own ongoing program, major and moderate missions,

small missions, use of Space[ab and Space Station Freedom, and maintenance of a vigorous research

hase. Only through an ambitious and broadly based national program in space science and applications

will we continue to attracl the best scientific and technical personnel from foreign nations to work

with us to enhance the overall scientitic return from our programs.

D ther nations no Innger must depend on the United States for access to space. A number of

Western nations now have indigenous spacecraft and/or launch capabilities. As a result, NASA

maintains an active dialogue with space agencies abroad to exchange information on our respective

plans and to identify potential areas for cooperation. We will not only continue our past practice of

inviting foreign participation in NASA missions, but we will also seek opportunities to participate

in the missions of olher nations and to jointly define missions of mutual interest. In addition to

working with developed nations that have well-estah[ished space capabilities, NASA also conducts

cooperative projects with developing nations. An area that is particularly attractive for participation

by developing nations is Earth observations, especially the provision of ground-truth data.

_[ SSA is strongly committed to fulfilling existing international cooperative agreements with

traditional major space partners in Western Europe, Canada, and Japan. In many cases, foreign

contributions to NASA space science missions currently under development are quite significant,

For example, the Hubble Space Telescope to be launched in 1990 involves major scientific

hardware contributions by the European Space Agency (ESA); the Gamma Ray Observatory will

carw one European instrument in its four-instrument payload; and the Advanced X-ray Astrophys-

ics Facility will carry a Dutch instrument. The Ocean Tol_graphy Experiment (TOPEX/POSEIDON)

is being carried out as a joint development effort with France, and the Upper Atmosphere Research

Satellite involves investigators from Canada, the United Kingdom, France, and the Federal Repub-

lic of Germany, in addition to U.S. investigators. The Galileo mission currently en route to Jupiter

uses a Federal Ret)ublic of Germany retro propulsion system on the U.S.-developed orbiter space-

craft. ]'he Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission is planned as a cooperative effort with Japan.
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The NASA Scatterometer and the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer are planned to fly on the

Japanese Advanced Earth Observations Satellite. The International Solar-Terrestrial Physics pro-

gram, a multilateral coordinated program to study interactions in the Sun-Earth system, will involve

c¢mtributions of spacecraft from Japan (the Geotail mission) and ESA (the SOttO and Cluster

missions), in addition to the two-spacecraft contribution of NASA (the Wind and Polar missions).

The multilateral "Inter-Agency Consultative Group on Space Science_" composed of space agencies

of Europe (ESA), Japan (ISAS), the Soviet_Union (Intercosmos), and the U.S. (NASA), serves to

coordinate the various International Solar-Terrestrial Physics missions with planned Soviet missions

in this area of scientifc inquiry. The International Microgravity Laboratory is an example of a major

NASA Spacelab mission series in which the U.S. and its international partners play cooperative roles.

D he Earth Observations International Coordination Working Croup is the forum within which

the U.S., Europe, Japan, and Canada discuss, plan, and negotiate international cooperation on the

Earth Ohservin_ System. The delegations are led by the Earth observations offices of these nations'

respective space agencies and also include operational environmental monitoring agencies. The

group meets three to four times annually to address a full range of technical and policy issues that

include payload, operations, data management and policy, and instrument interfaces.

_he intent of the small-class Explorer program of focused-science missions using Scout-class

expendable launch vehicles is to eventually achieve two launches per year, including launches

designated for LT.S. scientific missions and others for foreign missions. In exchange for the U.S.-provided

launch, opportunities for U.S. scientists to fly experiments on foreign spacecraft will be made available.

The small Explorer program should ultimately provide new opportunities for those nations with space

science programs that are more modest in scale.

Q SSA's upcoming missions in planetary science-the CRAF/Cassini missions-entail substantial

participation from the Federal Republic of Germany (CRAF) and ESA (Cassini). In 1989, NASA

and ESA issued simultaneous coordinated AOs tor the Cassini Saturn Orbiter and the Huygens

Probe. The OSSA initiative proposed for FY 1991--EOS-is being planned as a major cooperative

venture between the U.S., ESA, and Japan, with additional participation by other Western nations.

Discussions are also in progress regarding possible Federal Republic of Germany and Italian

collaboration on the Orbiting Solar Laboratory and Federal Republic of Germany collaboration on

SOFIA. Opportunities for cooperation involving the flight of U.S. investigations on foreign missions

will also continue to arise, and OSSA will seek to provide adequate resources to retain the

flexibility to take advantage of these opportunities.

DASA has worked with the Soviet Union in space science activities since the early 1960s.

With the signing of the most recent U.S./U.S.S.R. Space Cooperation Agreement in 1987, a new era

of bilateral space science cooperation has been initiated. OSSA is engaged in implementing an

increasingly active and ambitious program of joint activities with the Soviet Union; those activities

are carried out on the basis of scientific merit, mutual benefit, and reciprocity. To that end, five

Joint Working Groups have been established and meet annually to review the progress of ongoing

projects and to propose new science activities: space biology and medicine, solar system explora-

tion, solar-terrestrial physics, astronomy and astrophysics, andEarth science. Joint activities under

this agreement initially included cxchang, es of data, scientific personnel, and mission coordination/
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optimization. For example, U.S. scientists were jointly selected as "'participating scientists" in the

Soviet Phobos mission. Soviet scientists participated in the Voyager Neptune encounter in August

1989, and they will participate in the Magellan mission as well. l,ooking to the future, we intend to

jointly select another Kroul) of U.S. scientists to he "'particiI)atinIz scientists" in the U.S.S.RIs Mars

'94 mission, and to select a group of U.S.S.R. participating scientists on the 1992 Mars Observer

missi(m.

_! uring the May-June 1988 Moscow Summit, the U.S./U.S.S.R. space agreement was expanded to

include two new project areas: (1) the exchange of opportunities for flight of scientific instruments

on (me another; spacecraft, and (2) the exchange of results of independent national studies of future

robotic solar system explorati(m missions as a means for assessing the prnspects for future U.S./

U.S.S.R. c(x)peration on such missions. Both nations also agreed at that time to increase the level

of exchange,of scientific personnel and scientific data within the framework of the U.S./U.S.S.R.

space agreement.

_e are currently engaged in implementing a project involving a 1991 flight of the U.S. Total

Ozone Mapping Spectrometer instrument on a U.S.S.R. Meteor-3 satellite, and the Soviets are

preparing a gamma ray burst detector to fly on the Wind spacecraft in 1992. In addition, we are

preparing two high-ener_ _astrophysics instruments for flight on the U.S.S.RJs 199:] Spectrum-X

Gamma mission: an X-ray polarimeter and an all-sky monitor. The U.S. is now planning t() participate

in the Soviet Radioastr(m mission; NASA will provide ground-based communications support to the

spacecraft. We are also in the midst of modifying our 1992 U.S. Mars Observer spacecraft to receive

a Soviet-provided receiver (built by the French) to serve as a communications relay for the Soviet

Mars '94 balloon mission. Exchanges of study results have taken place on the following proposed

missions: Solar Probe, Mercury Orbiter, and Mars Rover/Sample Return.

_[_n space biology, OSSA will play a major role in the Soviet 1992 COSMOS Biosatellite mission.

The United States will also conduct medical pre-, in-, and post-flight investigations with cosmonauts

on the Mill space station. These studies will be initiated in 1990 and will expand over the next few

years as both nations collal)orate on joint biomedical studies of fliKht crews on hoth Mill and

Space Shuttle missions.

D n all our interacti_ms with the Soviets, OSSA is making a transition to a traditional workin_

relationship in which principles of ()pen competition and scientific peer review are being used to

respond to Soviet invitations for flight opl_rtunities or joint data analysis activities. Although we are

pleased with the progress being made in developing our cooperative relationship in space science

with the Soviet Union, the pace at which these efforts proceed in the future will depend, in part,

on the availability of resources to support an expanding cooperative program.
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D evelol)in_4 a strategy for the fuhlre program of OSSA and its discipline divisions begins in tile

scientific research community, where active collaboration between OSSA and the community trans-

lates goals into strate/4ies for scientific discipline programs. A number of panels of the National Aca(t-

emy of Sciences an(] the NASA Advisor>, Council advise OSSA about broad issues of the overall

OSSA pr¢_gram. These panels include the Space Studies Board, the Space Science and Applications

Advisory Committee, and the Aerospace Medicine Advisol), Committee. These and other special

advisory bodies, such as the Space Station Science and Applications Advisory Subcommittee,

the Committee on Global Change, and tile Exploration Science Working Group, also specifically
address tile composition and direction of each f the scientific disciplines that fall under OSSA_

umbrella. Focused groups, such as scientific working groups and project definition teams, provide

more specific recommendations regarding particular project strategies. These advisory, bodies,
and the publications in which their recommendations are ehmidaled, are listed at the end of each

discipline descril)tion.

the recommendations of these advisory groups as detailed objectives, and with the overall

goals for space science and applications providing the framework, each scientific d iscipF.'m form u-

lates specific program plans designed to focus on a particular aspect of the OSSA progr ,m. Each

division strives to complement the other six, and each formulates a strategy that can then be inte-

grated into a comprehensive, cohesive plan, which provides a context for decision-making within OSSA.

Hn the pages that follow, we summarize for each discipline its _4oals and objectives, its current

situation, relevant factors of the external environment, and lhe strategy thal will guide its activities

for the next 5 to 10 years. The integration of these individual phms is tile basis of OSSA's

overall strategy.
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Astrophys/cs

_he astrophysics program uses space missions in Earth orbit and, perhaps, ultimately on the Moon,

to observe the universe and develop physical models of the phenomena observed. The program is

implemented in close coordination with the astronomical community, especially through the cognizant

committees of the National Academy of Sciences.

_he goals of the program relate to three key themes-cosmology, astronomy, and physics-

to address the questions:

What was the origin of the universe? What is its large.scale structure? What will be its fate?

What is the origin of galaxies, stars, planets, and life, and how do they evolve?

What is the physics of matter under the extreme conditions found in astrophysical objects?

_he program is optimized around a methodology that first includes contemporaneous observations

across the entire electromagnetic spectrum. The "Great Observatories" are major missions covering

the four major wavelength bands-infrared, ultraviolet/visible, X-ray, and gamma-ray. Explorer,

Spacelab, Space Station Freedom, and suborbital missions bridge the gaps in the measurements

made by the Great Observatories.

_! econd is the provision of data to, and data analysis by, the science community through an

infrastructure including the Astrophysics Data System, Directory Service, workstations, and software;

and grants for data analysis, supported by theory, laboratory astrophysics, ground-based telescope
data, and education initiatives. The third element is investment in long-term viability via a continuing

series of short time scale flight opportunities using aircraft, rockets, balloons, and moderate and

small-sized Explorer satellites.

CURRENT SITUATION

D he Great Observatories program is progressing well. The Hubble Space Telescope and the

Gamma Ray Observatory will be launched in 1990. The Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility is

moving forward with primary emphasis on the fabrication of its flight mirrors. The Space Infrared

Telescope Facility is entering development and planning for a new start in 1993. Each of these

missions is an enormous advance over its predecessor, and together they promise a revolution in

our understanding of the beauty and complexity of the universe.

_lxplorer and Spacelab activities are highlighted by the launch and successful early operations

of the Cosmic Background Explorer. The International Ultraviolet Explorer will enter its thirteenth

operational year. More than 1,000 astronomers have made observations with this instrument.

Among the Spacelab activities, exploration into the far ultraviolet and X-ray bands will occur with

the launch of the Astro mission within the Shuttle cargo bay.

DI he Roentgen Satellite, in cooperation with the Federal Republic of Germany, will be launched

in 1990 on a Delta-II rocket. The Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer remains on track for a 1991 launch,

and work is underway on the X-ray Timing Explorer. Both these missions will use the

Explorer Platform.

STRATEGY TO BE PURSUED FOR THE NEXT 5-10 YEARS

EI he Hubble Space Telescope and the Gamma Ray Observatory will continue operations after their

1990 launches. Starting in 1996, the original instruments on the Hubble Space Telescope will be

replaced by an infrared array camera and a "two-dimensional" ultraviolet spectrograph. The

Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility is planned for a 1997 launch. The Space Infrared Telescope

Facility is planned for development and launch by the end of the century.
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_ln addition to the Crea! ()hservatories, both moderate and small Explorer miss!!ms are under

deveh,pment or in planning. Tile Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopy Explorer, the third payload 10r lhe

Explorer Plattbrm, is phmned for installation by the Space Shuttle during 19,97. A small-sized

Explorer mission, the Suhmillimeter Wave Astronom__ Satellile, will begiu develolmaent in FY 1991,

with phms for completion and launch durin_ the sUlll[llel- ()f 1_()9:3.

Q lanning is underway for an Explorer mission to study mlclear emission line sources in lhe

galaxy and heyond. The Nuclear Astrophysics Explorer would prmide the first high spectral resoh,tion

survey of gamma ray sources in the energy range of 0.0,3 to 10 MeV. Planning is also underway for a
moderate mission, the Suhmillimeler Infrared Line Surxt'y Mission, which will tare, e! about 100

to "200 sources h)r a complete Sl)ectral line survey, at hi_zh spectral resolution, in the 100 to 1,000
micron region.

ork continues (m international collal)orations as parl of Ihe Explorer Program. U.S. instruments

will be flown ahoard the Japanese Solar-A and Astro-D missions scheduled to be hmnche(l during: 1991
and 199.3 respectively. In 1994, Japan will hmnch the Infrared Telescope in Space as part of the

instrument complement on the Space Flyer Unit mission. ()he (_f the four local t)hule instruments on
this telescope is heinz, develope(I hy the U.S., and a second instrument is I)ein_ developed jointly

by the U.S. and Jat)an. U.S. X-ray astronomy instruments will also be 1)art of the Sextet

St)ectrum-X-(;anmm .Mission :m(I the European Space A_cncy's X-Ray Multi-Mirror Miss!tin.

E! '
nether international collal)oration is the Stratospheric ()hservalory For Infrared Astronomy (S()FIA)

project with the Federal Repuhlic of Germany. The St)HA project will mount an advanced infrared _'

suhmillimeter telescope on a modified Boeing 747 aircraft to significantly enhance our current
sul)orbital ol)servin_ capabilities to complement the Great ()hser_ atories and ofler essential

Ot)l)ortunities for trainine, new scientists and instrumentalists.

_'e,'o internalional cooperati,_e space Very Long Baseline Inlerfer(m/etry missions are hein_

phmned with the Soviets and the Japanese. Both missions will use salellites v<ith 10-meter diameter

radio telescopes Io obtain ()rl)ital radio astronomical si_znals. C(_rrelati(m with _round ol)servations
will produce ane, ular resolution of tens of microarcsec.nds.

Q,evelotm)ent o[ an active astrophysics element of the Space Exploration Iniliati,,e is currently

under way. Lo'_ gravity, lack o1 ahnosf_here, seismic stability, larae dimensions, and the availability of

virtually unlimited amounts of lunar rock fi_r radiation shielding make the M(×m a most promising site

for an astronomical ohservatory. The selection of potential aslr(_physical instruments is based on

scientific merit, relevance of the Moon as a site', and ca,t-effectiveness. (]llrrelll plans envisiml
an evolutionary progression o! instrmnents. For examph:, the progression could hegitt with a 1- to :2-

meter ultraviolet/visible _near infrared lunar transit telescope. This cou]d he followed I)x the inslalla-
lion of various wavelength interf{'rometers. The series _t_uhl cuhnhmte with the installati_m (_t

a 16-meter filled al)erture segmented optical telescope. These and (,!her instrumcnls _ill be studied

in the future for their potential al>plication to the hmar -,HI,_St.

ADVISORY COMMITTEES AND RELEVANT REPORTS

(_ommittee on St)ace Astronomy and Astrophysics of the S1)ace Science Board, National Academy of
Sciences, National l_.esearch Council

The Ext;lorer Pr'o_r'anl fin A.s'trm ,m]t arm Astrophysic.v (198(5)

Etmtf-Lit,t,d Sf_(tc(, Ol)serpatori<,,s" /br A.strontm: 9 aim ;_t,,;lrot_.lLl/,s'/c,'; ( 1987 ).

Astronomy and Astrophysics Survey (;ommittee, National Academy of Sciences, National
Research Council

.'_str'¢m,n_!l ,rut .",tslrol>h]ls/c,s"/})_ th¢' l._)t,)Ositarget availability 1991_

4
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Solar System Exploration

I_lhe fundamental goals and approaches of the solar system exploration program are those

recommended by the Committee on Planetary and Lunar Exploration of the National Academy of

Sciences and the Solar System Exploration Committee of the NASA Advisory Council. Briefly stated,

the goals are:

Origin and Evolution: To determine the present nature of the solar system, its planets, moons, and

primitive bodies, and to search for other planetary systems in various stages of formation, in order to

understand how the solar system and its obiects formed, evolved, and (in at least one case) produced

environments that could sustain life.

Comparative Planetology: To better understand the planet Earth by determining the general processes

that govern all planetary development and by ututerstanding why the "terrestrial" planets of the solar

system are so different from each other,

Pathfinders to Space: To establish the scientific and technical data base required for undertaking maior

human endeavors in space, including the survey of near-Earth resources and the characterization of

planetary surfaces.

a olar system exploration is conducted in three distinct stages: (1) reconnaissance, involvin_

flyby missions: I2) exploration, generally conducted with orbiting spacecraft and atnlospheric probes;

and (,3) intensive study, involving soft landers, sample returns, and human exploration. The essential

part of this exploration is a Core Program of balanced missions and research that stresses continuity,

commonality, cost-effectiveness, and the use of existing technology. This program consists of:
(1) moderate-scale Planetary Observer missions to the inner planets, using previously developed

spacecraft equipment, (2) Mariner Mark II missions to the other phmets, using common spacecraft and

evolving technology; (3) development of a multimission spaceflight operations and data analysis

capability; and (4) a strol_g program of ground-based research and analysis and rehded activities. An

Augmented Program includes more complex and sophisticated candidate missions: robotic sample

returns from a comet and from lhe surface of Mars, and the beginning of the search for phmetary
systems around other stars.

CURRENT SITUATION

Dhe successful Voyager 2 encounter with Neptune in August 1989 virtually completed the

reconnaissance phase of solar system exploration. With the exception of Pluto, all the planets and most
of the larger moons have been st,_died by spacecraft at close range. Also in 1989, the exploration

phase advanced with the launches of the Magellan radar mission to map Venus and the Galileo

orbiter/probe mission to Jupiter. Exploration will continue with the 1992 hmnch of the Mars Observer

to complete a global scientific assessment of Mars and with the launch of two newly approved

missions in the mid-1990s: CRAF to an asteroid and comet and Cassini to the planet Saturn.

Q ther nations-particularly the U.S.S.R., Western Europe, and Japan-have now established

robust and ambitious t)ro_zrarns of solar system exploration. The presence of these other programs

has already generated specific cooperative and collaborative eftorts involving Galileo, Mars Observer,

CRAK and Cassini, and we expect that such cooperative activities will expand in the future.

STRATEGY TO BE PURSUED FOR THE NEXT 5-10 YEARS

D he highest priority for solar system exploration is to complete those missions nov,- launched

or under development, which will preserve U.S. preeminence in the exploration of both the inner

and outer solar system and will, in particular, initiate a program of excellence in the study of comets

and asteroids. Beyond these missions, the Solar System Exploration Division, in close cooperation

with the science community, is now developing a flexible, dual-path strategy for the exploration

of the solar system in the 1990s and beyond. The first path continues and expands the traditional

scientific program; the second path responds to a national commitment for human exploration of the
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bA(_on and Mars. In tile traditi(ma[ path, the Lunar Observer would he the next mission, followed

by such missions as a Mars surface network and orbiter.probe missions to the outer planets beyond

Saturn, This dual program has the advantage of flexibility because, in the near term, the

"traditional" path is identical to the one for human exploration. However, the second path would,

after the Lunar Observer, carry out additional detailed exploration and characterization of Mars by

means of hmded networks, imaging orbiters, sample returns, and rovers. Planning is also under

way for a "Discovery" program ot¢ small missions in planetary science.

/n any active program of solar system exploration, Space Station Freedom will play a significant

role. Two candidate attached payloads are under active consideration: a Cosmic Dust Collection

Facility, which would collect particles of cosmic dust for analysis back on Earth, and a possible tele-
scope facility tot detecting and characterizing planetary systems around other stars.

!1_ urrent phms for solar system ext)loration place a high priority on launch and mission

risk reduction. A policy has been established with the Mars Observer and CRAF/Cassini missions to

acquire spare key sul)system components in order to enable rapid changeout during development

tesling. This approach will protect the development schedule and the launch windows: if the spares are

not needed, they can provide a cost-eflective nucleus for a subsequent mission. Future mission planning
will also provide tot backup in case of major mission failure.

Dolar syslem exploration must remain at tile cutting edge of space science and space technology,

and the research and analysis base is beina enhanced to support crucial a(lvanced technology

deveh)pment, advanced mission studies, and related science initiatives. Two enhancements to the

research t)ase-fo .'-instrument and hal)oratory upgrading an(] for an interdisciplinary "'Origins of Solar

Systems" initiative-were provided in FY 1990. A potential science initiative now being studied-

"'C(m_parative Planetology"-would take adwmtage of the data from new missions to the inner solar

system (Magellan, Mars Ohserver, Lunar Observer, and the partially successful U.S.S.R. Phobos

mission) and from the phmned Earth ()|)serving System to deepen our understanding of planet

Earth by studying the detaile(t differences between the inner IJhmets.

ADVISORY COMMITTEES AND RELEVANT REPORTS

Comnfittee on Phmetary and Lunar Exl)h)rati(m of the Space Science Board, National Academy of
Sciences, National Resear :h Council

Slraleg,'.q fi_r Extdoration of Primiti_e Sohn'-S!istem Bodies--Asteroids, Comets und Meteoroids:
1980-1990 (1980).

A Strateg!! tot Exploration o/ lhe Outer Plunels, 1986-1996 (1986!.

Advanced Instrumentation tor Planetaui Exploration (in press).

A Strate_,ql for the Detection q[ Extra-Solar Planetary Material (target availability, 1990).

Joint Working Croup of the National Academy of Sciences and the European Science Foundation,
National Research Council

l{eporl of the NAS/t_2SF Joinl _brkinq_ (;roup: A Strateq_ /br ((S./European fgooperation in
Planetarzl Ex_,_l¢)ration (1986).

Solar System Exploration Committee ot' tile NASA Advisor" Council

Phmetar!l Ext)loration throu_h _ti,ur 2000: Part One: A Core Program (1983).

Planetar!/ Exl_loration throu,_h Year 2000: Part Two: An Augmented Pro tcram (1986).

Planet(u'!l Explorathm through }_'(n" 2000: Scientific Rationule (1988).

Tile Planetary Astronomy Committee of the Solar System Exploration I)ivision

Other Worlds t)'om Earth: 77u, Future of Plam, ta_. Astronomy (1989).

4
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Space Physics

_he space physics program investigates the origin, evolution, and interactions of space plasmas

in a wide w_riety of astrophysical settings. The goal of the discipline, endorsed by the Committee on

Solar and Space Physics of the National Academy of Sciences, is to understand:

The Sun, both as a star and as the dominant source of energy, plasma, and energetic particles in the

solar system,

The interactions between the solar wind and solar system bodies, including studies of the ionospheres and

magnetospheres of the Earth and other solar system bodies,

The nature of the heliosphere, in its steady state as well as dynamic configuration, and

The origin, acceleration, and propagation of solar and galactic cosmic rays.

Data are obtained by probes situated within plasma systems, such as a magnetosphere or the

heliosphere. Remote sensing is used for inaccessible regions, such as the solar surface, and regions

requiring a global view, such as Earth; auroral zone. Cosmic rays provide a means of studying

phenomena outside our solar system. These measurements are obtained by instruments mounted on

free-flying satellites, the Space Shuttle, sounding rockets, and balloons. Researchers use theory,
models, and computer simulations to synthesize these measurements into a general understanding

of space physics phenomena.

CURRENT SITUATION

H nitia[ reconnaissance of a variety of solar system magnetospheres and ionospheres, of the

heliosphere itself, and of the layers of the solar atmosphere has nearly been completed, and solar and

galactic cosmic rays have been characterized. Many phenomena have been identified and classified,

and some understanding of cause-and-effect relationships has been established.

_hree U.S. spacecraft continue to collect scientific information: the International Cometary

Explorer, Interplanetary Monitoring Platfl_rm, and Dynamics Explorer. Coordinated plasma physics

studies are being conducted jointly among Japan (Akebono), the Soviet Union (ACTIVE), and the

U.S. (Dynamics Explorer).

_he DoD:NASA Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite, to be launched in 1990 will

map the radiation belts during the solar maximum and conduct further studies of ionosphere/

magnetosphere interactions through the analysis of chemical releases. Au_zmenting these investiga-
tions is analysis of chemical releases from Pegsat. Also to 6e launched in 1990, the ESA/NASA Ulysses

mission will study the heliosphere out of the ecliptic plane. The U.S./Italian Tethered Satellite,System

(1991), which will carry, a diagnostic satellite tethered to the Space Shuttle by a 20-kilometer con-

ducting wire, will investigate electrodynamic plasma effects. Further measurements of the Sun will

be made with the Spartan-201 white light coronagraph and UV coronal speclrorneter and with

X-ray instrmnents planned for the Japanese/U.S. Solar-A mission.

D he next major flight program is the International Solar Terrestrial Physics program, consisting

of the Global Geospace Science program and the ESA Solar Terrestrial Science Programme. The

Global Geospace Science program, which will investigate geospace as an interconnected interactive

system, includes the NASA Wind and Polar satellites, the Japanese/NASA Geotail mission, and the
Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite extended mission phase. The Solar-Terrestrial

Science Programme includes the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory and Cluster missions, both of
which will feature NASA-contributed instruments.

_wo small-class Explorers, the Solar, Anomalous, and Magnetospheric Particle Explorer and the

Fast Auroral Snapshot Explorer, are in development for launches in 199'2 and 199.3. Also approved

tbr addition to the Delta-class Explorer program is the Advanced Cmnposition Explorer.
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STRATEGY TO BE PURSUED FOR THE NEXT 5-10 YEARS

_he health of the space physics discipline depends on maintaining a mix of major, moderate, and

small missions, the suborbital program, and modest increases in SUl)port of the research base. Tile

highest priority major mission is the Solar Probe, which will make humanityk first in situ measure-

ments in the near vicinity of the Sun. The hitzhest priority moderate mission is the Orhiting Solar

Lal)oratory. Its uni(tue ability to investigate the Sun's fine-scale magnetic structure will contril)nte to

important scientific objectives, an(t it may lead to the capability to predict solar particle events,
which pose a threat to human travelers occupied in exploring the Moon or Mars. The planned

1997 launch of the Orbiting Solar Lahoratory makes it an ideal prelude to a system of monitoring

stations to form a warning network in supp()rt of human exl)loration missions.

D small-class I)ayh)ad using chemical releases to study ionospheric chemical and electro(tynan6cal

processes in conjunction with the Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite is the highest

priority small mission. Many objectives can be fulfilled through other small pro_zrams, such as

Explorers, sounding rockets and balloons, and Space Shuttle-attached 1)ayloads. Small l)aylnads

attached to spacecraft with other primary missions can l)e utilized to study space p[asma processes.

Future small and ral)id-response Space Station Freedom ()t)portunities also can pr(>vi(le important

focused science results and essential training opportunities for graduate students. An important

candidate Space Station Freedom attached payload facilily is the superconducting Astromag system,

which can study galactic cosmic rays of GeV to TeV energies. A significant (_l)portunity tor the study

of the dynamics an(I structure of the heliosphere is offered hy the coordination of the ongoing
International Cometary Explorer, Interplanetary Monitoring Platform, Pioneers 10 and 11, and

Vuyagers 1 and 2, as well as by the upcoming Ulysses, Mars el)server, an(I Galileo missions.

_ feasihility study is nearing completion for a Mercury orbiter mission to provide measurements of

the solar wind interaction with the magnetized planet and to complete the mapping of the I)lanel_
surface.

_he international space physics community is movin_ toward an unprecedented level of cooperation

in solar-terrestrial science in the 1990s that will include major U.S. collaborations with Eurol)ean,
Japanese, and other allies, and a numl)er of projects and j,in! studies that are going fi)rward under the

auspices of the U.S./U.S.S.R. Joint Workin_z Croup on Solar Terrestrial Physics.

ADVISORY COMMITTEES AND RELEVANT REPORTS

Committee on Solar and Space Physics of the Space Science Board, National Academy of Sciences,
National Research Council

Solar-SHstem Spcu:e Ph!/sics in the i¢,)_Os: A Heseareh Str, t<¢!l (1980).

Solar-Terrestriul Beseurch in the 1980s (19:51).

An International Discussion on Heseareh in Solar amt Space Phwsies (198.31).

A Stratelz!l for the Expl_rer Program for S¢_h_rand Slmce Ph!isies (1984).

Solar-Terrestricll Dahl Access, Distribution, and Archiving (1984).

The Phqsics o/ the Sun (1985).

An bnplementation Plan liar Priorities in Solar-System Space Ph!Isies (1985).

Committee on Solar-Terrestrial Research of the Space Science Board, Nalional Academy of Sciences,
National Research Council

N'_ltion(d Sol_lr-Terresh4ul Research Program (1984).

Long-Term Solar-Terrestrial OI)servutions (1988).

Physics Survey Committee, National Academy of Sciences, National llesearch Council

Phztsics th rouf4h the 1990s: Plasma and Fluids (1986).
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Earth Science and Applications

_he overarching goal of Earth science and applications as formulated by tile Earth System Sciences

Committee of the NASA Advisory Council is to:

Obtain a scientific understanding of the entire Earth system on a global scale by describing how its

component parts and their interactions have evolved, how they function, and how they may be expected to
continue to evolve on all time scales.

Q tudy of phenomena in Earth_ atmosphere, oceans, on land, and within the biosphere must

be directed at understanding the responsible physical, chemical, and biological processes that operate

to unify the Earth environment as a system. These processes must then be cast in the form of

algorithms for assimilation into global models. Finally, these models must be tested against

comprehensive, long-term global-scale data sets in order to validate their accuracy as descriptive

and predictive tools.

CURRENT SITUATION

_he Division is currently planning for a major new start in FY 1991 on EOS, which will provide

the core elements of Mission to Planet Earth: two polar platform series and their science instruments,
the EOS Data and Information System, and duplicate EOS payloads attached to Space Station

Freedom. Together with the Earth Probes new start for FY 1991, EOS will provide the long-term,

global-scale, self-consistent data sets required for understanding and predicting global change.

D urrent flight programs include the Nimbus-7 research satellite currently returning global ozone

data; the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment to measure the global energy balance that is so

important to climate and global change; the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite, which will study

the chemistry and dynamics of the stratosphere and mesosphere important for the ozone layer;

the Ocean Topography Experiment (TOPEX/POSEIDON), a joint project with France that will map

the global circulation of the oceans; the NASA Scatterometer and a Total Ozone Mapping

Spectrometer to fly on the Japanese Advanced Earth Observations Satellite for measurement of the

wind stress that drives ocean currents and couples the atmosphere to the sea; the LAGEOS II laser

geodynamics satellite joint project with Italy for measuring crustal motions; RadarSat, a joint project
with Canada in which the U.S. will launch a Canadian radar satellite for polar ice and snow studies;

and the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer, to fly on a Soviet meteorological satellite in 1991.

_he Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer is also the first in the proposed line of Earth Probes,

an Explorer-class line of missions, which will carps' out observations to complement EOS with
measurements that cannot be carried out from polar orbit. Current plans include additional flights of

the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer instrument on U.S., Japanese, and Soviet spacecraft;

a Tropical Raint'all Measurement Mission; the Proteus Ocean Productivity Experiment; a Magnetic

Field Explorer; and a Solid Earth Mission.

H n addition, several Shuttle payload missions are planned, including the Shuttle Solar Backscatter

UltraViolet instrument for atmospheric ()zone sounding, the Atmospheric Laboratory fi)r Applications

and Science for measuring the solar output and the chemistry and dynamics of the atmosphere, and

the Space Radar Laboratory for Earth remote sensing and imaging. The foundation for Earth science
space-borne instruments is the Division's aircraft and Shuttle payloads development program.

The aircraft observation program is used to support field experiments on Earth system process studies

and for instrument development. The Division continues to develop and launch NOAA_s polar-orbiting

and geostationary environmental satellites.

STRATEGY TO BE PURSUED FOR THE NEXT 5-10 YEARS

_he long-term strategy fi)r the Earth Science and Applications Division has been defined by the

Earth System Science Committee in combination with the recent definition of the U.S. Global Change
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Research Program by the Committee (m Earth Science to focus on three objectives: (1) esiablish an

integrated, comprehensive monitoring program for Earth system measurements on a global scale;

('2) conduct a program of focused studies to improve our understandina of the physical, chemical, and

biological processes that influence Earth system changes and trends on global and regional scales; and

(:3) develop integrated conceplual and predictive Earth sys|em models.

Oo achieve the first g.oa[, the Divisi(m has devised the concept of Mission to Planet Earth. an

architectt, re for global Earth observations involving four elements: the Earth O1)serving System of

polar orbiting platforms, payloads attached to Space Station Freedom, a series of Earth I)rohes, and a

set of geoslationary orhiting platforms. The second and third goals re(luire the reorganization of

the Division into interdisciplinary elements in Earth system process studies for understanding, of the

Earth, more focused effort on constructing models of the Earth :as a global system, and the construction

of a data and information system for easy access to global space-based Earth remote-sensin_¢ data.

Ohe first steps in this strategy have been taken in this past year. First, the I)ivision has heen

reorganized alon_ interdisciplinary research lines and hdo t'nur main elements I, match the stated

ohjeetives: two Fli_ht Program elements (E()S is treafed as a single 1)ro_ranl element) to provide

for g,lol)al scale observations and monitoring,, Modelin_ and l)ata Analysis to provide for the

construction of Earth system models and E()SD1S as the princilml element of at data an(t intormation

system for _lohal scale Earth observation data, and Earth System Process Studies for basic research

to understan(t how the Earth functions as a g,lobal system. The second major step is the proposal

of the core elements of Mission to Planet Earlh as a new start in the FY 1991 be(]get.

Q ne essential element of EOS was not proposed for an FY 1,()91 new start, the EOS Synthetic

Aperture Radar (EOS SAR) spacecraft, and will require a new start in the FY 1994-1995 time frame.

The EOS mission is not coml)lete without the SAR, which is required for surface geological studies and

Mr understanding, the g,lohal carl)on cycle. Planning is underway f.r the E()S SAR and for the final

element of Mission to Phmet Earth: the (;eostalionary Plat[orms. (;eoslatiomtr._ Platforms are re(luired

for observation of processes that have large diurnal viJriation, and others such as precil)itati(m,

which occur only during short periods ot" time, and therefore ca]mot he properly sampled from polar

orbiting phflforms.

ADVISORY COMMITTEES AND RELEVANT REPORTS

Committee on (;Iohal Change, National Academy of Sciences

Tort,tire[ ¢ttl {;r.h, rsmnding _t Global Chanve: Initial Priorities ft." the ¢E,q. Co,trilmtion md."
International Geosphere Biosphere Pro.t,_ram (1988).

Comnfillee on Earth Sciences, Federal Coordinating (].mmiltee on Science, Eng, ineering and

Technology, ()ffice of Science and Technolog, y Policy

Ottr Chan_.dnt¢ Planet: The FY 1990 f_esearch Plan (1989).

Our Ch(Irltcinl._ Planet: "l']te FY l_t)_,)l [7.S. Global Chant(e Research Prrttcr.nt (1990).

Earth System Sciences Committee of lhe NASA Advisory (;ouncil

F_arth Sllsletn Science: A Prodram 1}."(_lohal Changr, (1,98(i).

Comnfillee on Earth Sciences of the Space Science B.ard, National Acadenly of Sciences, National
llesearch Council

A Strat<_.! tbr E.rth SCl(UlCe fr,,._ ,_p.ce i_ lhe 19,90s, Part l: S.hd Earlh and ()ce.nx (1982).

,AtSlretl¢,&r!l /br E¢lrlh ,h'ct't,ttc(, /run1 Slmc'e in the 1980s. Pczrl II: .ltmoSlgl¢,re and hllt'r¢t¢'liottx tcilh the

S.h'd Earth, Oceans, mid Biola (1985).

5truh'_!l [br Earth l'LvlJlorers in (Jlolml Earth Sciences (1988).

i
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Life Sciences

D he life sciences discipline is involved ill all aspects of NASA's activities ill space exploration.

The program has four major goals:

Ensure the health, well-being, and productivity of human_ in space.

Develop an understanding of the role of gravity on living _stems in space.

Expand our understanding of the origin, evolution, and distribution of life in the universe.

Promote the application of life sciences research to improve the quality of life on Earth.

_he life sciences program extends from fundamental biological research using the spaceflight

environment to applied clinical practice with two principal themes: (1) basic scientific research in
biomedical physiology, space biology, biospherics, and exobiology; and (12) enabling technology

definition, development, and operational implementation of medical support and life support systems

tbr human spaceflight.

Darth-based lalx_ratory research conducted in NASA laboratories and in extranmral programs

centered on university-based individual Principal Investigators and Specialized Centers of Research

and Training, is combined with on-orbit basic and applied research that utilizes the spaceflight

environment as an experimental tool to study basic processes on a variety of animal and plant species,

as well as human beings. The exobiology and biospherics elements of the program use planetary
exploration spacecraft and Earth observing systems, in addition to ground-based studies, to understand

the processes that led to the origin of life and to study the continuing interplay between planetary

environments and living processes.

_he Life Sciences Division is responsible for providing the requirements, practices, and procedures

for medical, environmental, and operational life support, medical support, and extravehicular activity

systems for the Space Shuttle, Space Station Freedom, and Space Exploration Initiative missions.

The Division also defines the specific mission requirements for medical support and life support,

conducts ground-based and flight research necessary to specify design criteria and establish opera-

tiona[ protocols and procedures, and pertorms implementation monitoring to ensure that mission

designs meet human life suppor! requirements.

CURRENT SITUATION

D fforts have been initiated to implement the recommendations of advisory panels to upgrade

the ground-hased research infrastructure, provide life support technology for the Agency, and expand

the flight capabilities required by the disciplines, but these efforts continue to be constrained by

limited fiscal and manpower resources.

D ince much research depends heavily upon access to the spaceflight environment, the Division

has implemented major flight programs thai will come to fruition in the near term. A series of

dedicated Spacelab missions, commencinlz with Spacelab Life Sciences 1 in August 1990 and
continuing at the rate of one dedicated missi_m every 2 years, represents the first opportunity since

Skylab to collect systematic experimental data on primary physiological systems. This series of

missions is augmented with cooperative Spacelab missions with our tbreign partners, and with

International Microgravity Laboratory missions. In addition, the Division has an ongoing program

in joint scientific studies on the Space Shuttle and utilizing the Soviel COSMOS biosatellite flights
every' 2 years. An active program of biomedical studies utilizing the Soviet MIR space station and

U.S. Spacelab Life Sciences missions is under way.

_he Division is conducting the Extended-Duration Orbiter Medical Program to ensure that Space

Shuttle crews are capable of safely landing and leaving the Shuttle after 13- to 16-day missions. The
program monitors cardinvascular and neuromuscular performance capabilities and provides appropri-
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ate countermeasures to maintain crew capability within established limits, with the goal of medically

certifying the extended duration operations by the time of the first U.S. Microgravity Laboratory flight.

D ASA Specialized Centers of Research and Training are being established to mobilize university-

based talent to concurrently advance basic knowledge and generate effective strategies to solve specific

problems in focused life science areas. The three initial areas are gravitational biology, environmental

health, and bioregenerative life support, and will draw together research and training expertise in

these selected areas, providing a stable base upon which problem-solving strategies can be built.

In addition, the ground-based SETI Microwave Observing Project has been implemented to search

for radio signals from distant technologies, and the observation phase should last from 1992 to 1999.

STRATEGY TO BE PURSUED FOR NEXT 5-10 YEARS

a he Division will continue to increase its access to spaceflight with extended exposure durations.

Dedicated 18-day Spacelabs are scheduled for 1992 with potential mission operations of up to

16 days by 1994. Both dedicated Spacelab and International Microgravity Laboratory missions are

planned to continue in extended duration mode until Space Station Freedom capabilities permit

significant on-orbit research. The Lifesat biosatellite has been defined to enable space-based

quantitative studies of biological effects of the unique spectrum of space radiation and to provide

additional flight opportunities in basic biological research. Lifesat can enter orbits chosen to meet

the scientific requirements, including the polar orbits of interest to radiation biology, and can

provide autonomous return from flights of up to 60 days. Current plans call for two flight opportunities

per year.

_I pace Station Freedom offers another unique opportunity for the development of international

leadership in life sciences research. The on-orbit Space Station Freedom facilities will focus on basic
biomedical research to understand the various mechanisms responsible for adaptation to weightless-

ness and the physiological problems encountered Ul_m return to Earth. To meet Freedom operational
requirements, a Biomedical Monitoring and Countermeasures program is being established to optimize

physiological countermeasures. On-orbit centrifuges will provide artificial gravity to enable controlled

studies with animal and plant subjects and the initiation of variable-gravity studies utilizing the

unique capabilities of spaceflight research. Space Station Freedom facilities will also serve to confirm

the feasibility of establishing a fully regenerative life-support system for use on future human

exploration missions.

ADVISORY COMMITTEES AND RELEVANT REPORTS

Committee on Space Biology and Medicine of the Space Science Board, National Academy of Sciences,
National Research Council

Life Be!land the Earth k Environment--The Biolog_j of Living Organisms in Space (1979).

A Str¢_tegTl for Space Biolog_j and Medical Scqence for the 1980s and 1990s (1987).

Committee on Planetary Biology and Chemical Evolution of the Space Science Board, National

Academy of Sciences, National Research Council

Origin and E volu tion of Life - Implication for the Planets: A Scientzfic St rategy for the 1980s ( 1981).

Pkmettl_/ Biology (rod Chemical E_'olution: Progress and Future Directions (target availability, 1990).

Committee on Planetary Biolo_zy of the Space Science Board, National Academy of Sciences, National
Research Council

Remote Sensing of the Biosphere (1986).

Life Sciences Strategic Planning Study Committee of the NASA Advisory Council

Exploiting the Li_ing _:niverse: A Strateg_t for Space Life Sciences (1988).
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Microgravity Science and Applications

_he microgravity science and applications program uses the unique attributes of the space

environment to conduct research in three primary areas: (1) fundamental science, which includes the

study of the behavior of fluids, transport phenomena, condensed matter physics, and comhustion

science; (2) materials science, which includes e.leetronic and photonic materials, metals, alloys, glasses,

and ceramics; and (,3) biotechnology, which focuses on macromolecular crystal growth and cell science.

The goals of the program are to:

Develop a comprehensive research program in fumlamental sciences, materials science, and biotechnol-

ogy, for the purpose of attaining a structured understanding of gravity-dependent physical phenomena in
both Earth and non-Earth environments.

Foster the growth of an interdisciplinary research community, united by shared goals and resources, to

conduct research in the space environment.

Encourage international cooperation for the purpose of conducting research in the space environment.

Utilize a permanently manned, multi-facility national microgravity laboratory in low Earth orbit

to provide a long-duration, stable microgravity environment.

Promote industrial application of space research for the development of new, commercially viable

products, services, and markets resulting from research in the space environment.

CURRENT SITUATION

E_he microgravity program uses an evolutionary approach to conducting research in the environment

of space. The process starts with new ideas arising from university, NASA, other Federal agencies,

or industry research. These new ideas undergo a concept feasibility stage and detailed laboratory

investigations to mature the hypotheses and ensure their worthiness for low-gravity flight investiga-

tions. Hypotheses are confirmed, and the flight apparatus is validated using groumt-hased reduced-

gravity facilities. Reduced-gravity test environments of varying durations are available: up to 5 seconds

in drop towers and tubes, 30 seconds in aircraft, and up to 15 minutes in sounding rockets. To cost-
effectively support those investigations requiring longer periods of reduced gravity, the microgravity

flight program uses a broad base of available carriers and carrier resources including the Space Shuttle

Orbiter with its mid-deck, cargo pallet, Spacelab, and Get Away Special Canisters.

_icrogravity payloads are scheduled for flight as mid-deck experiments on a number of Shuttle

missions in 1990. The nmjor near-term opportunities fi_r microgravity science and applications

payloads are the International Microgravity Laborato_ _ (IML) flights, the U.S. Microgravity Laboratory

(USML) flights, and tile U.S. Microgravity Payload (USMP) flights. Space Station Freedom represents a

significant advance in the capability to conduct microgravity research, particularly with respect to
experiment duration and flexibility. Six multi-user microgravity facilities are being defined fur use on

Space Station Freedom. Precursor apparatus flown on the Space Shuttle will provide experience with

operations and development of instrumentation and subsystems for use in the space facilities.

D n Announcement of Opportunity (AO) issued in 1988 invited investigators to l)rOl)OSe experiments

using the Space Shuttle. Selection of investigations on USML-1 and IML-2 occurred in 1989. In the

future, invitations such as the AO and NASA Research Announcement will be used extensively to

continue to obtain high-quality science investigations.

STRATEGY TO BE PURSUED FOR NEXT 5-10 YEARS

_he microgravily science and applications program supports ground-based research to prepare for

flight investigations. Many ground-based efforts have matured to the point where Shuttle flights are
warranted. Four flights each of USML, IML, and USIVlP are phmned over the next 5 years. Given this

substantial numher of flight opportunities, renewed l)rogranl focus on expansion of the ground-
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based research program, including the addition of sounding rocket investigations and enhanced

advanced technology development is crucial, as is the development of flight hardware. Also, the

development of methodology and processes for analyzing, documenting, and archiving the flight data

is essential to the accomplishment of the overall program goals. The following steps will be taken

to ensure optimum use of flight opportunities:

Identify and pursue high quality science investigations requiring the reduced gravity of the space
environment.

Expand and facilitate an interdisciplinary research community.

Define and develop cost-effective instrument systems to conduct flight research.

Identify and pursue advanced developments to enable and enhance scientific investigations.

Develop a knowledge base of gravity dependent physical phenomena, such as fluid transfer, fire safety,

and the behavior of granular media, to support human exploration of the solar system.

Develop methodology for analyzing, documenting, and archiving the flight data.

ADVISORY COMMITTEES AND RELEVANT REPORTS

Subcommittee on Microgravity Science, Applications, and Commercialization, Space Applications

Advisory Committee of the NASA Advisory Council

General Program Reriew and Recommendations Regarding the Microgravity Centers (1987).

Microgravily Materials Science Assessment Task Force, NASA Headquarters

Micrograr, ity Materials Science Assessment Task Force Final Report (1987).

Microgravity Science and Applications Review Committee, Universities Space Research Association

Ret_iew of Microgr(u_it_.l Science and Applications Programs, ]anuary-March 198 7 (1987),

Task Group on Fundamental Physics and Chemistry, Space Science Board, National Research Council

,gpace Science in the 7iventy-First Century: Irnperatives for the Decades 1995 to 2015-Fundarnental

Physics and Chemistr_l (1988).

Space Station Science and Applications Advisory Subcommittee of the Space Science and Applications

Advisory Committee, NASA Advisory Council

Final Report, 1988 Summer Workshop (1988).
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Communications and Informalion Systems*

Dhe communications research program focuses on developing the high-risk satellite and ground

segment communications systems and subsystems needed to enable new services and to increase the

capacity, flexibility, and interconnectivity of present and future telecommunications resources. The

goals of the program are to:

Maintain U.S. leadership in space communications

Enable new and innovative services

Enhance efficient utilization of the orbital arc and electromagnetic spectrum through technology
innovations

Support U.S. and NASA interests in domestic and international regulatory forums.

CURRENT SITUATION

Dhe U.S: s position of preeminence in space communications is being challenged by the Western

European and Japanese satellite development programs, which are committed to multiple satellite

developments and are used as test-beds for near- and long-term system concepts and advanced tech-

nology evaluation and demonstration. Consequently, these foreign programs will more than likely
accelerate the introduction of advanced technologies into the global telecommunications market, and

they may open many new and innovative services that may not be available from U.S. industry.

NASA has responded to this challenge with a vigorous program that would curtail further
deterioration of these assets.

D he Advanced Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS) program has been the centerpiece of

activities in support of U.S. industry. Scheduled for an April 1992 Shuttle deployment, ACTS

technology will provide capabilities qualitatively different from those of current satellite and

fiber optic systems, such as on-demand assignment, frequency reuse, and the flexible targeting

of spotbeams directly to customer premises. The 2-year demonstration period will provide an
opportunity for NASA to take the lead in carrying out a wide-ranging set of experiments and
demonstrations to meet future commercial telecommunications needs.

_OSPAS-SARSAT, a satellite-based search and rescue program, has been credited with saving

more than 1,400 lives by locating distress beacons from crashed aircraft and marine vessels in distress.
SARSAT evolved from NASA's research and development to become a joint venture of the U.S.,

Canada, and France in 1979, joined by the Soviet Union a year later. In the U.S., the program

is a joint effort of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Coast Guard, Air Force,
and NASA. The constellation consists of two operational SARSAT satellites and two operational

COSPAS satellites. The current ground system includes stations in ten countries, with more becoming

operational in the near future. NASA is responsible for research and development activities, and

will focus on development of the next spaceborne system, which will offer new services and

improve system response time.

D he Optical Communications program focuses on flight testing systems to support future NASA

missions as well as the space demonstration of this technology to reduce its adoptive risk by the

American space comnmnications industry. This technology will both enhance and enable new science
through increased data gathering, transceiving, and processing capability.

_]obile Satellite Program activities have progressed to the point where the L-band technologies

have been successfully tested in true land aeronautical mobile applications. NASNs lead role in

regulatory activities has significantly contributed to the securing of the L-band frequency allocation.

Close cooperation between the U.S. and Canadian service providers will enable a North American

mobile service by mid-1998. To meet future growth, higher frequency bands, such as Ka, are being

investigated to alleviate spectrum congestion and to provide an order of magnitude increase in the
user base.

*The disct,ssi,m of lnformati_mSystems may be found earlier in this document;
only communications research is discussed here.
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Q, adio science experiments provide the technical basis for standards development and regulatory,

decisions for space services at the national and international levels. Propagation studies and measure-

ments fill the voids in data needed for design of new satellite applications for fixed communications,

mobile communications, sound broadcasting, and high definition television broadcasting. In the

coming year, emphasis will be placed on the detailed characterization of Ka-band for both low and

high bit rate data communications. This will be performed, in part, as a cooperative effort with

the ESA Olympus I Experimenters Croup as a pereursor to experiments on ACTS.

STRATEGY TO BE PURSUED FOR NEXT 5-10 YEARS

_hrough its close partnership with industD', NASA will continue to look for opportunities to

contribute to new U,S, markets and services. Emphasis will be placed on the high-risk microwave,

optical, and digital subsystems needed to increase the capacity, flexibility,, and interconnectivity

of future systems. These developments, building on ACTS and mobile satellite technologies, will

enable future satellite comnmnication systems |o provide services at lower costs to smaller terminals

for both fixed and mobile commercial and scientific applications. We also phm to expand optical link

developments that have the potential to greatly increase the rate of in|'ormation return from (|eel)

space missions and to interconnect commercial satellite sy'stems.

Q! ersonal access conmmnications is a future market candidate. This system concept elevates mobile

communications to its ultimate form; i.e., direct to the person two-way data and voice communications.

By' exploiting the advantage of high frequency bands, greater freedom of access, larger user bases,

and wider diversity of services can be achieved. Key enabling technologies include: directive-

tracking user antennas, nmlti-beam satellite antennas, MMIC/VLSl-based user terminal, rain-

compensation techniques, and efficient networking technologies.

Q ne major thrust of the communications program will be the evaluation and implementation of

techniques addressing health and safely' related to public sector needs. Direct support will be

provided in areas in which NASA has a unique communications technology development role to

address a specific, well-defined, public sector need. The Search and Rescue Satellite (SARSAT)

program is such as effort. Spin-oil" support will be provided when public sector needs for advanced

communications technology can be satisfied by technology already developed by or for NASA.
or for NASA.

_IAsA_ research and technology l)rogram will continue to be assessed with the I)articipation of the

U.S. space communications indust_,, so that selected high-risk f_nabling technologies will be identified

for flight validation. Beginning in 199"2, specific government and commercial flight opportunities

will be identified for inclusion of these technologies on a recurring basis. These flight validation oppor-

tunities will constitute a suite of small missions consistent with the OSSA programmatic themes.

ADVISORY COMMITTEES AND RELEVANT REPORTS

Conmmnications Subcommittee of the Space Applications Advisory Committee of the NASA Advisory
Council

Communications Satellites: Guidelines for a Strategic Plan (1987).

Committee on Data Management and Computation of the Space Science Board, National Academy of
Sciences, National Hesearch Council

l)ata Management and Computation- _%lun_e I: Issues and Becommendations (1982).

Issues and Becomnwndations Associated u'ith Distributed C'omtn_tation and Data Management

S ttstems for the Space Sciences (1986).

Space Applications Board of the National Research Council

X\4SA Space Comnumications Besearch and Det'elopment: Issues, Derit'ed Benefi'ts, and Future

Programs (1989).
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OSSA Major Events Acronym List

ACTS........ AdvancedCommunicationsTechnologySatellite

Astro......... AstronomyLaboratory

ATLAS....... AtmosphericLaboratoryfor ApplicationsandScience

BBXRT ....... BroadBandX-RayTelescope

CORE ........ CosmicBackgroundExplorer

CRAF........ CometRendezvousAsteroidFlyby

CRISTA...... CryogenicInfraredSpectrometerTelescopeforAtmosphere
CRBES....... CombinedReleaseandRadiationEffectsSatellite

EUVE......... ExtremeUltravioletExplorer

FAST......... FastAuroralSnapshotExplorer

GRO ......... GammaRayObservatory

HST.......... HubbleSpaceTelescope

HST-REV...... HubbleSpaceTelescopeRevisited

IML ......... InternationalMicrogravityLaboratory

LAGEOS...... LaserGeodynamicsSatellite

MSAT ........ MobileSatellite

OMV ......... OrbitalManeuveringVehicle

ROSAT........ RoentgenSatellite

SAMPEX...... Solar,Anomalous,andMagnetosphericParticleExplorer

SL ........... Spaeelab

SLS.......... SpaceLifeScienceslaboratory

SOHO....... SolarandHeliosphericObservatory
SPAS......... ShuttlePalletSatellite

SRL.......... SpaceRadarLaboratory
SSBUV....... ShuttleSolarBaekscatterUltraVioletinstrument

STORE........ ShuttleTestOfRelativityExperiment

SWAS ....... SubmillimeterWaveAstronomySatellite

TOMS ...... TotalOzoneMappingSpectrometer

TOPEX........ OceanTopographyExperiment

TSS.......... TetheredSatelliteSystem

UARS ........ UpperAtmosphereResearchSatellite

USML ....... UnitedStatesMicrogravityLaboratory

USMP ...... UnitedStatesMicrogravityPayload

WISP ........ WavesIn SpacePlasma

XTE ........ X-rayTimingExplorer

• SpaceShuttleLaunch • ExpendableLaunchVehicleLaunch • OtherMajorEvents

Note: Launch dates for OSSA planning purposes
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Major Events in Space Science and Applications: 1990 Planning Manifest
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May
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SL-D2
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June July
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SL-J
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